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Introduction 

I 

The literary reputation of Aldous Huxley, the novelist, has 

scarcely ever been as good as that of Aldous Huxley, the 

essayist. In fact, as some critics claim, Huxley's novels have 

the crucial flaw of not being proper novels at all - they are 

(the critics say) 1 actually essays, some of them more 

skillfully dramatized than others. Whether the novels really 

suffer from their essayistic quality is a question to be 

answered by the reader; certain it is, though, that mixing the 

two genres, the novel and the essay, was Huxley's intention: 

As he once acknowledged in an interview, his aim as a novelist 

was ~to arrive, technically, at a perfect fusion of the novel 

and the essay"z. 

What are the main features of a Huxleyan essayistic novel? 

First , it is scarcity of plo t. In most Huxley' s novels 

nothing ever happens: people come and go, they meet and part, 

they (try to) make love, and - most importantly - they talk. 

This is, of course, true especially of Huxley's early 

conversation novels, a late novel like Ap e and E s s en c e 

probably being the most noticeable exception. 

Another aspect of the essayistic novel follows on the 

first. The scarce plot does not lead to any overall des i g n ; 

the novels end, as it were, in the middle of 'action'; there 

seems to be no single 'message' to be arrived at. Again, this 

aspect goes for the early novels; from Eye 1 e s sin G a z a 

onwards, there seems to be a (more or less) single idea 

driving the action. 
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As far as ch a r act e r s are concerned, the essayistic 

novel could not be farther removed from the novel of persons. 

Some critics suggest 3 Huxley's characters are similar to those 

from Ben Jonson' s comedies of humours. This observation, it 

seems to me, is only correct up to a point. While it is 

certainly true that Huxley's characters, like the humoural 

ones, are mostly one-dimensional, their function is different. 

A comedy of humours laughs at various sides of human nature, 

i.e. the character functions as the end of the comedy. 

Huxley's characters, in contrast, play the subordinate role of 

a means to an end: Their function is to communicate ideas, 

ei ther directly (through what they say), or indirectly 

(through what they do) . 

An idea, or large generalization about human behavior, when 
it is joined to a character in such a novel, is modified to 
become an attitude or mood. In the interests of narrative 
and dramatic movement, this attitude or mood leads to action 
- but it is always typical or characteristic action, the 
adventure not so much of a person as of an idea in its 
contemporary world. 4 

The end of the essayistic novel is to convey id ea s; the 

characters only serve to demonstrate them. Huxley himself has 

coined the name for this kind of novel in a significant and 

often quoted passage in Po in t Counter Po in t where 

Philip Quarles, an autobiographical character, considers 

wri ting a novel, a "novel of ideas": "Novel of ideas. The 

character of each personage must be implied, as far as 

possible, in the ideas of which he is the mouthpiece. In so 

far as theories are rationalizations of sentiments, instincts, 

dispositions of soul, this is feasible" (PCP: 409/10). 
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The "mouthpiece" role of central characters in the novel of 

ideas also accounts for their relatively small variety. They 

are - to borrow a term from Eye 1 e s sin G a z a - "Higher 

Lifers" , i. e. a highbrow society of artists, writers, 

scientists, and the well-to-do. Again, Philip Quarles comments 

on this somewhat exclusive gallery of characters: "The chief 

defect of the novel of ideas is that you must write about 

people who have ideas to express which excludes all but 

about .01 per cent. of the human race. Hence the real, the 

congenital novelists don't write such books. But then, 1 never 

pretended to be a congenital novelist."s 

So far 1 have mentioned various aspects of the essayistic 

novel of ideas. My point has been to show Huxley's focus of 

interest, i.e. communicating ideas All the other 

elements of the tradi tional narrative, for example the plot 

and the characters, often play the subservient role of mere 

carriers for the cargo of ideas. Let us now have a look at how 

the novel of ideas works in practice. 

11 

As 1 said earlier, Huxley's characters communicate ideas in 

two ways, directly (through what they say) and indirectly 

(through what they do). Since there is no need to illustrate 

the direct way, 

one. How do 

let us consider 

characters and 

dramatization of ideas? 

an example of the 

plot contribute 

indirect 

to the 

To choose a clear example from Huxley's best-known novel, 

let us have a look at the behaviour of Bernard Marx, next to 
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Mr Savage the main character in Bra v e New Wo rId, as it 

develops throughout the book: 

Bernard Marx does belong to the highest class of men, but, 

in two respects, he is a misfit. First, his figure is much 

smaller than it should be, which makes him little confident as 

a social being; second, he considers himself to be a rebel 

~standing alone against the order of things" - he believes he 

has managed to get rid of many of the hypnopaedic prejudices 

that determine the behaviour of his fellows. Once he becomes 

~a person of outstanding importance" (as the "accredited 

guardian" of Mr. Savage), though, his revolt is at an end. 

Success ~completely reconciled him to a world which, up till 

then, he had found very unsatisfactory. In so far as it 

recognised him as important, the order of things was good.,,6 

The idea that people only start to rebel against the order 

of things after they fail within that very order, seems to be 

a direct echo of Friedrich Nietzsche's Zarathustra: 

In a chapter called "About Passing-by,,7, Zarathustra comes 

to the gates of a big city, where he meets a strange man. The 

man, by people called "Zarathustra' s Ape", warns Zarathustra 

against entering the gates. He severely condemns the big city 

and its inhabitants, using some sound arguments and a 

poetically aggressive language reminiscent of that of 

Zarathustra himself. Yet, Zarathustra does not applaud the 

man, who tries to imitate him. He does not criticize the 

"Ape's" harangue on account of its subject matter, though, but 

rather because of the person of the speaker, because of the 

man himself. "What was it that made you grunt like this for 

the first time? People didn't flatter you enough! Your 

grunting is your revenge ... " 
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Similarly to "Zarathustra's Ape", Bernard Marx only starts 

to question the order of things after his ability to function 

in that order proves imperfect (his social uneasiness). Once 

he is sufficiently flattered, the order of things is all right 

again. Along with Bernard Marx' personal revolt, the social 

revol t asserted by a different Marx Karl seems to be 

questioned too, not to speak of V. 1. Lenin alias Bernard's 

friend Lenina, who does not understand what Bernard (i.e. 

Karl) means by his criticism of the order of things. 

Although Bernard Marx is not a typical example in that he 

is forced to carry Karl Marx on his back, so to speak, he is 

an excellent one to illustrate Huxley/s (mis)use of 

characters. He is, as it were, an empty bag full of g e n era I 

i de a s psychological insights (I have illustrated one of 

them - a variation on Nietzsche' sad-hominem 

comments on Marxism (-Leninism) . Huxley is 

interested in the emotions of the empty bag; 

argument) and 

not at all 

he only lets 

Bernard have those feelings that, having been rationalized by 

the author, help to demonstrate definite and perfectly 

explicable ideas. 

Having, as I hope, explained the nature of the essayistic 

novel of ideas, I now turn my attention to Huxley's particular 

novels. 

111 

Although literary critics commonly use the term, "the novel 

of ideas", when discussing Huxley, they do not necessarily all 

mean the same thing. Some commentators only connect the term 

with the lengthy "philosophical" speeches of some characters, 
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i.e. they do not take into account the indirect way of 

conveying ideas (through action), and - consequently - they do 

not realize the special status of the novel of ideas. Judging 

the novel of ideas in terms of the traditional narrative, they 

feel the long contemplative speeches are a sign of the 

novelist's failure. Evelyn Waugh, for example, in his 

discussion of An tic Hay 8 says that throughout the novel, 

"the 'novel of ideas' raises its ugly head twice only", and he 

goes on to mention two particular scenes in which long 

contemplative speeches occur. 

This sort of narrow understanding of the novel of ideas, I 

should add, is an exception with which most critics would 

disagree. There is a further disagreement, though, as to the 

question which Huxley's novels are the novels of ideas proper. 

The obvious answer 9 seems to be the one stating P 0 in t 

Counter Point as the first "true" one, for it is in 

Po i n t Co un t e r Po i n t that the notion of the novel of 

ideas is introduced for the first time. 

Yet, there are good reasons for considering P 0 in t 

Co un t e r Po in t to be, at best, the last member in the row 

of Huxley's novels of ideas. Probably the decisive argument is 

that in the later novels (i.e. in those following Brave New 

Wo rId) ideas are exposed rather than dramatized, that is to 

say, Huxley, the essayist, far exceeds Huxley, the novelist. 

"The novel of ideas requires a poise, a balance, and most of 

all an eclectic faith in the democracy of ideas" (Hoffman: 

16). Huxley's later novels are not "balanced" and "democratic" 

in that they quite apparently promote the author's point of 

view (a mixture of pacifism and mysticism) 10. 
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[Huxley's later novels] are lengthy essays, to which are 
added entertainments. But his novels of the 1920' s are 
novels of ideas - ideas clothed, ideas given flesh and bone 
and sent out into a world in which they may test themselves. 
What is grotesque or pathetic or noble in each of them is 
revealed in various ways as the dramatic equivalent of its 
intellectual status. [ ... ] Nothing is taken for granted; 
everything is accepted, but only as it meets and clashes 
with everything else. ll 

This difference between the early and the later novels is 

accompanied by a modification of the tone with which Huxley 

"treats humanity" from that of highly ironic comedy to "satire 

of a more serious, at times even grim, 
1 ~ na ture,,_L . 

The growing "grimness" is reflected in the growing number 

of tragic events occurring in the novels. It is as if Huxley 

felt compelled to 'do one more' each time he published a new 

work: In C r 0 m eYe 1 low, Huxley' s first novel, nothing of 

the tragic kind happens (that is, if I do not count the main 

character's never-realized half-wish to commit suicide); in 

the following Ant i c Hay, death is present in the form of 

two characters' memories; T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s contains 

the description of a character dying; in Po i n t Co un t e r 

Po i n t a child dies a slow and painful death, and the act of 

murder is described for the first time; the peak of the 

growing grimness is probably reached in the apocalyptic 

horrors of Ape and E s s en c e . 

Most critics find this aspect of Huxley's development 

rather off-putting, and they accuse the later novels of 

conscious sensationalism13 , shrillness of tone and 

"pathological wallowing in physical disgust,,14, and even - in 

the finale of Aft e r M any a Sum mer - of coming "very 

near to literary coprophilia,,15. 
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It is not my task to stand up for the serious Huxley, 

although I believe that much could be said to his defense. The 

observation, though, that with each subsequent novel Huxley 

departs from being an ironic debunker (in C r 0 m eYe 11 0 wand 

An tic Hay) and comes close to a solemn (and disgusted) 

preacher (After Many a Summer, Ape and Essence) is, 

I think, right. 

So far I have attempted to explain and exemplify the nature 

of the novel of ideas; I have also tried to justify a 

classification of Huxley's novels, arguing that the ear 1 y 

novels are the novels of ideas proper. 

In the rest of the introduction I specify the ends and 

means of my M.A. thesis. 

IV 

I plan to focus on Huxley' s three earliest novels: C r 0 m e 

Y ell 0 w, Ant i c Hay, and T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s. My 

intention is to analyze these novels as 'novels of ideas', 

i.e. my focus of interest is the same as that of Huxley: ideas 

rather than characters, setting, plot. 

I do not include Point Counter Point (Huxley's 

fourth novel) in my analysis, although the work is 

thematically close to the three earlier novels. My reasons are 

mostly practical: Po in t Co un t e r Po i n t is too long and 

ambi tious to be discussed along with Ant i c Hay, or C r 0 m e 

Ye 1 low; its adequate analysis would probably need as much 

space as the three earlier novels put together. Moreover, 

Crome 

Leaves 

Yellow, Antic 

can be viewed as a 

Hay , and T h 0 s e Bar r e n 

sort of trilogy. In the three 
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novels - a critic argues 16 
- Huxley goes over and over the same 

themes "but never from precisely the same angle and never with 

the same results." It is, he says, as if the "hero" of each 

subsequent novel started from the point where his predecessor 

stopped. I plan to go back to this argument in my analysis of 

the three novels. 

Having stated my ends, I should also specify the means. 

First of all, I am not interested in Huxley's biography. It 

would be no doubt possible to find interesting links between 

Huxley's life and his novels17
, no doubt his characters often 

are inspired by real persons18
; but to include these 

references in my analysis would, I think, add little value to 

the discussion of the ideas as such. As I said earlier, 

Huxley's novels convey g en era 1 ideas; to an analysis of 

g e n era 1 ideas their biographical background is little 

relevant. 

Yet, there is a background that i s relevant to a 

discussion of ideas the intellectual one. The thing is, 

Huxley is not an original thinker (but, for that matter, who 

is?), and the kind of novels he writes, only makes this fact 

more noticeable. The origin of most of the ideas that appear 

in his novels can be traced back to various thinkers, 

philosophers, and religious teachers. 

It is naturally not my ambition to describe the 

intellectual background of the 'Walking-Encyclopedia' Aldous 

Huxley; in order to do that I would have to know as much as 

him, which unfortunately I do not. There is, though, a pair of 

thinkers who are very important for most Huxley's novels and 

especially for the early ones: Fran~ois de La Rochefoucauld, a 
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17th century French moralist and the author of the M a x i ms, 

and Friedrich Nietzsche. 

I said the two men were a pair and I meant it, although La 

Rochefoucauld was some 230 years older than Nietzsche. still, 

for the purpose of my analysis these two thinkers form a pair 

of sorts, for intellectually - they stand close to each 

other. And no wonder: Nietzsche deeply respected La 

Rochefoucauldi he even once named him as an important source 

of inspiration along with such philosophers as Plato and 

Spinoza. 

It goes without saying that Nietzsche is a much more 

complex thinker than La Rochefoucauld, but his role in 

Huxley's early novels is the same as that of the French 

moralist. As critics of the traditional Christian morality 

(based on the assumption of the existence of free will and of 

the radical opposition between good and evil) both Nietzsche 

and La Rochefoucauld are the inspiration behind Huxley, the 

debunker. 

This is evident in two ways. I attempted to illustrate the 

first (indirect) one earlier in section 11, where I used the 

character of Bernard Marx as an example of a dramatized 

Nietzschean idea. The direct way of generating the ideas 

inspired by the two thinkers finds expression in the 

particular characters' conversation and private thoughts. 

I plan to include the references to Nietzsche and La 

Rochefoucauld whenever this proves useful. My focus of 

interest, though, is Huxley, the novelist, and not the two 

philosophers. 19 
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Crome Yellow 

Plot and Characters 

As I said earlier in the introduction, an important aspect 

of Huxley's novels of ideas is scarcity of plot. Of the three 

novels I am going to discuss, C r 0 m e 

this definition best. It says the 

stone, a young poet of twenty-three, 

Ye 1 low certainly fits 

simple 'story' of Denis 

who comes to Crome, a 

stately mansion in the country somewhere in the "green heart 

of England", he falls in love, makes a fool of himself, and 

leaves. That is all. Apart from the serious business of being 

in love, the characters spending their summer holidays at 

Crome occupy themselves with eating, drinking, reading, 

dancing and - above all - talking. 

There are two generations present at Crome. First, there is 

Henry Wimbush, the owner of the estate, "one of those ageless, 

unchanging men on the farther side of fifty, who might be 

thirty, who might be anything." He is an eccentric aristocrat, 

an introvert with passion for studying the history of Crome 

and his ancestors. After twenty-five years of writing and five 

years of printing on the local press, he finishes his History 

of Crome, and now and then he reads out a chapter to his 

guests. Henry does not talk much, but the stories from his 

History are - for my analysis - indispensable. 

Priscilla Wimbush, Henry's wife, is a minor character. 

Allegedly a woman with wild past, she is now somewhat resigned 

and only interested in horoscopes and betting money on horse 

races and footbal1 2o
• 

Mr Scogan, Henry Wimbush's friend and schoolfellow, is next 

to Denis the most important character in the novel. Looking 
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like "one of those extinct bird-lizards of the Tertiary", he 

is the Huxleyan 'talking machine', the mouthpiece of ideas. 

Denis is at the beginning fascinated by Mr Scogan and his 

provoking thoughts; yet, later - himself troubled by matters 

of love he tries hard (and unsuccessfully) to escape Mr 

Scogan's 'lectures'. 

Apart from Denis there are five characters representing the 

younger generation. There is Anne, Henry's niece and a 

beautiful young woman of twenty-seven, whose only function in 

the novel seems to consist in being the (obscure) obj ect of 

desire of two young men, Denis and Gombauld. Being a teaser, 

she makes Denis unhappy and Gombauld angry. 

Gombauld, a promising painter, is a "black-haired young 

corsair of thirty, with flashing teeth and luminous large dark 

eyes." Denis is jealous of his talent, but - still more - he 

envies GOmbauld "his looks, his vitality, his easy confidence 

of manner". Denis does not find it surprising that Anne should 

like Gombauld. 

Mary Bracegirdle is nearly twenty-three, but she looks much 

younger; she is ingenuous and always serious. She likes to 

join the 'scientific' discussions and, when she does, her 

naivety is contrasted with Mr Scogan's ironic mastery. Clearly 

a comic figure, she is also in search of sexual experience in 

order to get rid of her "repressions". Having failed in her 

attempts to attract first Denis and then Gombauld, she luckily 

meets Ivor, who relieves her of her troubles. 

Ivor Lombard only comes to Crome for a few days. He is a 

young womanizer, self-confident and direct, shallow and 

successful. All these qualities make him the opposite of 

Denis, who is self-conscious and shy. 
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Last but not least there is Jenny Mullion, a half-deaf 

thirty-year old woman, who sits apart "in the secret tower of 

her deafness, looking down at the world through sharply 

piercing eyes." Denis finds her enigmatic remoteness a little 

disquieting, and he wonders what Jenny thinks of "men and 

women and things". Before he leaves Crome he is going to find 

out. 

These, then, are the main characters in C r 0 m eYe I low. 

Huxley never takes pains to explain why Mary and Jenny are 

present at Crome - are they distant relatives of Henry's, or 

are they friends of Anne's? Similarly, the reader never learns 

anything about the past of the main characters, not even about 

the past of Denis, the unheroic 'hero' of the novel. All this 

is a further sign of what I tried to put forward in the 

introduction: Huxley is not interested in his characters as 

persons - they are a means to an end. 

High and Low: three examples 

Although most of the ideas and thoughts expressed and 

dramatized in C r 0 me Ye I low may at first sight seem 

completely unrelated and independent of each other, at second 

sight they prove to be parts of a general scheme. Huxley's 

'Nietzschean' strategy, to cut a long story short, is to 

disclose the low in the high, the 'real' in the elevated. 

Let me illustrate this strategy with three diverse 

examples: one, Mary's 'scientific' search for sexual 

experience; two, the reasons for the noble architecture of 

Crome; three, Henry Wimbush' s story about the "three lovely 

Lapiths". 
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1) Mary is "awfully afraid" of sexual repressions. The 

thing is, she confides to Anne, that she detects in herself 

symptoms "like the ones you read of in the books". She 

constantly dreams that she is falling down wells, or - even 

worse that she is climbing up ladders. She finds her own 

dreams "most disquieting", for she knows that "one may become 

a nymphomaniac if one's not careful." Anne has no idea, Mary 

says, "how serious these repressions are if you don't get rid 

of them in time." 

Huxley presents the whole confidential talk as a mock 

Socrates-dialog. In the following passage Mary reaches the 

obvious conclusion: 

Mary coughed and drew a deep breath. "I presume," she began 
sententiously, "I presume we may take for granted that an 
intelligent young woman of twenty-three who has lived in 
civilized society in the twentieth century has no 
prejudices." 
"Well, I confess I still have a few." 
"But not about repressions." 
"No, not many about repressions; that's true." 
"Or, rather, about getting rid of repressions." 
"Exactly." 
"So much for our fundamental postulate," said Mary. 
Solemnity was expressed in every feature of her round young 
face, radiated from her large blue eyes. "We come next to 
the desirability of possessing experience. I hope we are 
agreed that knowledge is desirable and that ignorance is 
undesirable." 
Obedient as one of those complaisant disciples from whom 
Socrates could get whatever answer he chose, Anne gave her 
assent to this proposition. 
"And we are equally agreed, I hope, that marriage is what it 
is." 
"It is." 
"Good!" said Mary. "And repressions being what they are ... " 
"Exactly." 
"There would therefore seem to be only one conclusion." 
"But I knew that," Anne exclaimed, "before you began." 
"Yes, but now it's been proved, If said Mary. "One must do 
things logically." (CY: 57) 
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At this point Ivor has not yet arrived, and therefore 

Mary's choice of the right man is limited to Denis and 

Gombauld. Mary is uncertain which of the two she should 

choose, for she is not in love with anybody; she knows, 

though, that her choice is not a matter of her taste, as she 

explains to Anne, but a matter of the two men's merits. She 

decides to weigh those merits "carefully and dispassionately". 

The whole episode is not merely funny, it does not merely 

laugh at the scientific and dispassionate Mary. It also 

contains the Huxleyan dichotomy between the low and the high: 

Mary does not allow herself to take her sexual instincts for 

what they are (a natural and rather non-intellectual part of 

experience - in other words and in Mary's point of view: the 

low), and she feels compelled to elevate her natural curiosity 

to the status of scientific interest, ending up in a 

dispassionate contemplation. 

2) A very clear example of the refusal to accept the "low", 

i.e. the body and its functions, is provided by what at first 

seems an unrelated essay on architecture. 

Huxley describes Crome as being "immensely tall, with the 

whole height of the built-up terrace added to its own seventy 

feet of brick facade. The perpendicular lines of the three 

towers soared up, uninterrupted, enhancing the impression of 

height until it became overwhelming" (CY: 82). 

Mr Scogan comments on the architecture of Crome, saying the 

house is "unmistakably and aggressively" a work of art, for it 

makes no compromise with nature, "but affronts it and rebels 

against it." He goes on to discuss at some length the merits 
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and "imbecilities" of contemporary English architecture, until 

he is cut short by Henry Wimbush. 

Henry explains that Sir Ferdinando, who had the house built 

towards the end of the sixteenth century, probably did not 

share Mr Scogan' s views about architecture in fact, Henry 

says, he had no views about architecture at all. In building 

Crome, Sir Ferdinando was preoccupied by only one thought, 

namely "the proper placing of his privies." In a book he wrote 

on the subject, Sir Ferdinando argued that -

- the necessities of nature are so base and brutish that in 
obeying them we are apt to forget that we are the noblest 
creatures of the universe. To counteract these degrading 
effects he advised that the privy should be in every house 
the room nearest to heaven, that it should be well provided 
with windows commanding an extensive and noble prospect, and 
that the walls of the chamber should be lined with 
bookshelves containing all the ripest products of human 
wisdom, such as the Proverbs of Solomon, Boethius's 
Consolations of Philosophy, the apophthegms of Epictetus and 
Marcus Aurelius, the Enchiridion of Erasmus, and all other 
works, ancient or modern, which testify to the nobility of 
the human soul. (CY: 85/86) 

It was in order to put these ideas into practice that Sir 

Ferdinando designed the three impressive towers, each of them 

accommodating a noble "privy" at the top. It is useful to keep 

the "privy" history of the towers in mind, for it provides all 

that happens there with a rather specific background: at the 

top of one of the towers, for example, Mary finally gets rid 

of her repressions with the help of Ivor; and it is at the 

same place that Denis, tired with life, nearly commits 

suicide. 

3) The third example, the third variation on one and the 

same theme, is the last one to illustrate the high-low 
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dichotomy, and at the same time it can be viewed as the first 

one to illustrate a theme whose discussion will follow, i. e. 

vanity. 

One of the episodes from the "History of Crome" that Henry 

Wimbush, the author of the History, reads out to amuse his 

guests, says the story of the "three lovely Lapi ths" and the 

courtship of George Wimbush, Henry's grandfather: 

Right from the start, George - "a pleasant, unpretentious, 

kind-hearted young man" - admired the three beautiful sisters, 

especially Georgiana, the eldest. Their conversation (the 

serious discussions about art, philosophy, and "infinite and 

eternal" love), it is true, made him feel a little bit ill at 

ease. What worried him even more, though, was the poor 

appetite of the three Lapiths: 

They waved away whatever was offered them with an expression 
of delicate disgust, shutting their eyes and averting their 
faces from the proffered dish, as though the lemon sole, the 
duck, the loin of veal, the trifle, were objects revolting 
to the sight and smell. George, who thought the dinner 
capital, ventured to comment on the sisters' lack of 
appetite. 
"Pray, don't talk to me of eating," said Emmeline, drooping 
like a sensitive plant. "We find it so coarse, so 
unspiritual, my sisters and I. One can't think of one's soul 
while one is eating." 
George agreed; one couldn't. "But one must live," he said. 
"Alas!" Emmeline sighed. "One must. Death is very beautiful, 
don't you think?" She broke a corner off a piece of toast 
and began to nibble at it languidly. "But since, as you say, 
one must live ... " She made a little gesture of resignation. 
"Luckily a very little suffices to keep one alive." She put 
down her corner of toast half eaten. 
George regarded her with some surprise. She was pale, but 
she looked extraordinarily healthy, he thought; so did her 
sisters. Perhaps if you were really spiritual you needed 
less food. He, clearly, was not spiritual. (CY: 159) 

Unfortunately, George was not the only suitor at Crome and 

he jealously looked on as Lord Timpany, his rival, was 
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successfully paying his court to Georgiana. Yet, thanks to a 

bi t of good luck, it was not Lord Timpany who was to marry 

Georgiana, but George. 

One day, jealous and desperate, George was sitting alone in 

the hall of Crome when - himself unobserved - he saw a maid 
':' ~ 

wi th a large covered tray. cross the hall and disappear in a 
'\ 

secret little door. A minute later the door opened again and 

the maid, without her tray, hurried back across the hall in 

the direction of the kitchen. 

In order to satisfy his curiosity George opened the hidden 

door and discovered the foot of a winding staircase. In spite 

of the qualms he had ("What he was doing, he told himself, was 

extremely ungentlemanly, horribly underbred.") he began to 

ascend the stairs at the end of which he did not find one of 

the noble privies that old Sir Ferdinando had built there more 

than two hundred years before, but a door: 

He halted before it, listened; he could hear no sound. 
Putting his eye to the keyhole, he saw nothing but a stretch 
of white sunlit wall. Emboldened, he turned the handle and 
stepped across the threshold. There he halted, petrified by 
what he saw, mutely gaping. 
In the middle of a pleasantly sunny little room [ ... ] stood a 
small circular table of mahogany. Crystal, porcelain, and 
silver - all the shining apparatus of an elegant meal - were 
mirrored in its polished depths. The carcase of a cold 
chicken, a bowl of fruit, a great ham, deeply gashed to its 
heart of tenderest white and pink, the brown cannon ball of 
a cold plum-pudding, a slender Hock bottle, and a decanter 
of claret jostled one another for a place on this festive 
board. And round the table sat the three sisters, the three 
lovely Lapiths - eating] (CY: 164/165) 

Later, Georgiana asked George not to tell anyone. "It would 

make us look so ridiculous," she said, "and besides, eating is 

unspiritual, isn't it?" But the "kind-hearted" George said he 

would tell everyone, unless.... In the end Georgiana agreed to 
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marry George rather than lay herself and her sisters open to 

ridicule. 

So far I have discussed three examples of a single theme, 

three dramatizations of a more or less single idea - the low

high dichotomy, the refusal to accept the (non-intellectual, 

non-spiritual, 'low') "facts of experience" for what they are. 

Although between Lord Ferdinando's 'noble' privies and Mary's 

scientific approach to her sexual repressions there is the 

span of more than 300 years, the high-low opposition remains 

principally the same. 

In one of his early books21, Nietzsche defines man as "d a s 

U b e r t hie r" - an animal that got beyond the (merely) animal 

level through pretending hard it was not an animal (i.e. 

inventing morality and imposing laws on itself). In a way, it 

is as if Huxley dramatized and exaggerated this process in 

dealing with Mary, Lord Ferdinando, and the three Lapiths. It 

is as if he said (as he actually does in Al 0 n g the R 0 ad: 

224) that whatever the ideas, changing from age to age, human 

nature remains the same. 

er 0 m eYe I low makes several provoking comments on human 

nature, especially through the character of Mr Scogan. In the 

following section I turn my attention to those comments that 

are, more or less obviously, inspired by (La Rochefoucauld 

and) Nietzsche. 

The Nietzschean Line 

As I mentioned above, I start this section with the 

discussion of vanity, following on the example of the "three 
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lovely Lapi ths". Then I go on to focus on what Mr Scogan has 

to say on the subjects of sympathy, the will to power, and the 

role of society in the development of morality.· 

Vanity 

For Nietzsche, vanity ("Ei telkei t") is not a derogatory 

term. It is an important human quality, often mixed with other 

qualities and feelings (fear and sympathy, for example); it is 

a (necessary) aspect of human action. People can only judge 

their own actions in comparison with other people: 'good' 

means 'better than most', 'weak' means 'not as strong as 

others'. Vanity (or conceitedness) is a word for the basic 

human urge to succeed in the interpersonal comparison. 

Nobody, says Nietzsche, is completely free from this urge, 

al though there are many ways of being 'conceited' (ei tel) . 

Conceited people are dependent on others: they want to attract 

praise, love, admiration, and perhaps envy, too. This means 

they need to be superior to others, or at least they need to 

see m superior; but in order to be (or seem) superior, they 

have to do what 0 the r s admire, love, etc., they have to 

judge themselves - as it were - through the eyes of 0 the r s 22. 

The "three lovely Lapiths" from Henry Wimbush's "History of 

Crome" certainly want to seem superior. Being led by the 

fashionable ideas of their times, they choose to excel in the 

art of 'spiritual' starving. Their absurd behaviour, it is 

• I called this section "The Nietzschean Line", although it is not easy -
especially when dealing with vanity - to answer the question where La 
Rochefoucauld 'ends' and Nietzsche (obviously inspired by La Rochefoucauld) 
'begins' as an original thinker. Yet, this question is not relevant for my 
analysis; at this point, I prefer Nietzsche for the simple reason that his 
views are - for me - easier to sum up. 
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true, beautifully illustrates the histrionic aspect of 

conscious vanity, but - being rather extreme - it makes no 

comments on vanity in its deeper sense - vanity as a necessary 

aspect of human nature, vanity as a basic urge. A different 

episode from the History of Crome, though, does. It narrates 

the tragedy of Sir Hercules and Lady Filomena, the 

grandparents of the grandparents of Henry Wimbush: 

Sir Hercules has a dwarfish stature, and because of that he 

gradually converts Crome into a household of dwarfs (he 

manages to find and employ dwarfish servants; he has special 

furniture made; even his dogs are dwarfish), he marries the 

a ttracti ve Filomena who is also a dwarf, and he seems to be 

perfectly happy. Unfortunately, Sir Ferdinando - the only son 

of Sir Hercules and Lady Filomena - grows to normal size and 

this, along with the disrespectful and cruel behaviour of 

Ferdinando, leads to the final suicide of Sir Hercules and 

Lady Filomena. 

Vani ty (but vanity in the Nietzschean sense of the word) 

seems to be the driving force behind the activities of Sir 

Hercules. If he cannot grow, he has to make his surroundings 

small in order to keep some self-respect. He seems to be 

instinctively conscious of the fact that we j udge ourselves 

"through the eyes of others", and therefore he has to place 

those eyes below his eye-level. When his grown-up son appears, 

his carefully organized small world within the (real) world 

collapses. 

the 

Sympathy 

Nietzsche (in opposition to 

traditional conception of 

21 

Schopenhauer) 

sympathy as a 

fights against 
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feeling, as the actual basis of all morality. He discusses 

sympa thy in various books and from various perspectives, and 

the gist of his views is a sort of mistrust: Sympathy is a 

complex feeling containing elements of both pleasure and pain 

(i.e. it is not a purely painful feeling) mixed with feelings 

of power; significantly, all these elements (including pain) 

are related to the person experiencing sympathy, that is, it 

is this person s own pain (and pleasure, and feelings of 

power) that is experienced, not the pain of the 'sufferer'. 

Nietzsche does not say that people 'actually' do not feel 

sympathy; he only questions the pure, unmixed, 'impersonal' 

quality of the sympathy they are supposed to feel 23
• 

Mr Scogan's view of sympathy is (na turally) not so 

carefully formulated as that of Nietzschei yet, there are 

striking similarities. At one point he discusses sympathy in 

connection with the horrors of war: 

Mr. Scogan drank off what was left of his port and refilled 
the glass. 
"At this very moment," he went on, "the most frightful 
horrors are taking place in every corner of the world. 
People are being crushed, slashed, disembowelled, mangled; 
their dead bodies rot and their eyes decay with the rest. 
Screams of pain and fear go pUlsing through the air at the 
rate of eleven hundred feet per second. After travelling for 
three seconds they are perfectly inaudible. These are 
distressing facts; but do we enjoy life any the less because 
of them? Most certainly we do not. We feel sympathy, no 
doubt; we represent to ourselves imaginatively the 
sufferings of nations and individuals and we deplore them. 
But, after all, what are sympathy and imagination? Precious 
little, unless the person for whom we feel sympathy happens 
to be closely involved in our affections; and even then they 
don't go very far. And a good thing too; for if one had an 
imagination vivid enough and a sympathy sufficiently 
sensitive really to comprehend and to feel the sufferings of 
other people, one would never have a moment's peace of mind. 
[ ... ] One is always alone in sUffering; the fact is depressing 
when one happens to be the sufferer, but it makes pleasure 
possible for the rest of the world." (CY 131-132) 
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Like Nietzsche, Mr. Scogan mistrusts sympathy. Sympathy is 

a much less generous and intensive feeling than most people 

like to think; moreover, there is no direct connection between 

the suffering person and the person feeling sympathy: One is 

always alone in suffering, Mr Scogan says; and one is always 

alone in feeling sympathy, Nietzsche might add. 

The Will to Power and Morality 

Both themes, the will to power and the role of society in 

the development of morality, are crucial for Nietzsche's moral 

philosophy: the will to power is the basic defining life force 

of every human individual; without social pressure there would 

be no morality. Nietzsche discusses both these themes in some 

detai1 24
, but since they do not play a prominent part in Crome 

Yellow, I do not think it practical to explain Nietz sche' s 

complex views at length. Instead, I let Mr Scogan speak, the 

~mouthpiece" of the ideas. 

Mr Scogan talks about power in connection with politics and 

the appeal of political leaders to instinct rather than 

reason. He hopes that "sane men will have the power yet": 

"But I don't want power," said Denis. 
[ ... ] 

Mr Scogan [ ... ] laughed again. 
"Everybody wants power," he said. "Power in some form or 
other. The sort of power you hanker for is literary power. 
Some people want power to persecute other human beings; you 
expend your lust for power in persecuting words, twisting 
them, moulding them, torturing them to obey you." (CY 189) 

The will to power, the basic life force of every 

individual, can be expressed in many ways. But, as Mr Scogan 

claims, "everybody wants power, in some form or other." He 

might add (and he would still be following the Nietzschean 
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line of thought) that literary power, the power Denis ~hankers 

for", is a deri vati ve one; it is a substitute for the power 

(strong and self-confident) people want in the world of 

action. 

Mr Scogan also speaks about the role of society in his 

moral inhibitions, and he does so in a complaining tone: 

Education has further limited my scope. Having been brought 
up in society, I am impregnated with its laws; not only 
should I be afraid of taking a holiday from them, I should 
also feel it painful to try to do so. In a word, I have a 
conscience as well as a fear of gaol. Yes, I know it by 
experience. How often have I tried to take holidays, to get 
away from myself, my own boring nature, my insufferable 
mental surroundings!" Mr Scogan sighed. "But always without 
success," he added, "always without success." (CY 214) 

Mr Scogan seems to agree with Nietzsche that education 

(using praise and blame as instruments of pressure) and social 

sanctions play the decisive role in the development of 

morality. Conscience is not, as some would believe, the voice 

of God in the heart of man; it is not the ultimate proof of 

the moral nature of human beings: conscience, Nietzsche says 

(and Mr Scogan confirms), is the voice of other people 

(parents, teachers) who implanted certain 'truths' (e.g. It is 

bad / evil to be cruel to other people / animals) in their 

offspring. Mr Scogan, unlike most people, is well aware of the 

conditioned nature of his ~mental surroundings", he would 

occasionally love to get away from them, to "take holidays", 

and yet he is not able to. 

Denis 

Denis is an educated young man, but he is also very shy. As 

such he is acutely aware of the mind-body dualism. His 
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inability to act on his ("rather theoretical") emotions and 

thoughts becomes apparent when he 'wants' to tell Anne he 

loves her. Having complained to her about the disastrous 

effects of education on himself, Denis is given the following 

advice: "What you need, Denis, is a nice plump young wife, a 

fixed income, and a little congenial but regular work." Denis 

k now s what his right answer should be, but - unfortunately -

he cannot make himself say anything: 

"What I need is you." That was what he ought to have 
retorted, that was what he wanted passionately to say. He 
could not say it. His desire fought against his shyness. 
"What I need is you." Mentally he shouted the words, but not 
a sound issued from his lips. He looked at her despairingly. 
Couldn't she see what was going on inside him? Couldn't she 
understand? "What I need is you." He would say it, he would 
- he would. (CY: 36) 

Not only is Denis shy, but he also has a "literary mind", 

and his love of words and ideas makes him fully aware of the 

deep chasm between the world of art, literature and philosophy 

on the one hand and the world of "human contacts", i.e. "real 

life" on the other. 

There is a number of passages illustrating the painful 

difference between the two worlds: Denis contrasts the simple 

world of ideas with the horribly complicated "life, facts, 

things" (CY: 34); Mr Scogan repeats the argument - he calls 

Nature "pointless and incomprehensible" (CY: 198); and Henry 

Wiffibush claims that "adventures and romance only take on their 

adventurous and romantic qualities at second-hand. Live them, 

and they are just a ["quotidian"] slice of life like the rest" 

(CY: 238). Probably the most memorable of these illustrations 

is Denis's mistake concerning the meaning of the word 

"carminative": 
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'Carminati ve' is a word Denis "treasured and loved" from 

his childhood. He learned the word from the label on a bottle 

of cinnamon medicine, and he associated its meaning with "that 

sensation of internal warmth, that glow, that [ ... J physical 

self-satisfaction which followed the drinking of cinnamon" 

(CY: 175). Later when Denis discovered alcohol, 'carminative' 

described for him "that similar, but nobler, more spiritual 

glow which wine evokes not only in the body but in the soul as 

well." Due to his wrong use of etymology (carmen-carminis; 

caro-carnis) Denis gradually came to associate 'carminative' 

with the ideas of carnivals, of singing, of flesh with a 

suggestion of the "jollities of the masked holidays of Venice. 

Carminative - the warmth, the glow, the interior ripeness were 

all in the word." 

One day, Denis - already a poet - wrote a poem about the 

effects of love in which he was putting forward the notion 

that "the effects of love were often similar to the effects of 

wine, that Eros could intoxicate as well as Bacchus" (CY: 

176). Not surprisingly he used his treasured word: 

"And Passion carmnative as wine ... " 

It was only then that it occurred to him he had never 

actually looked up the word in a dictionary. Now he did (a 

small English-German dictionary was all he had at hand), and 

he found out that 'carminative' meant 'windtreibend'·. Denis 

did not just have the whole poem ruined for the obvious reason 

that the "carminative passion" now took on a rather different 

meaning, but - by way of analogy - his mistake also made him 

·i.e. "expelling gas from the body (College Dictionary) 
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fully realize the embarrassing divergence of the world of art 

from the 'real' one. 

The world of ideas and art, Denis feels, reflects the "real 

life" inadequately; yet, even for Denis, the inadequate world 

has a great therapeutic value. In the following passage there 

is a beautiful illustration of the way the depressed and 

jealous Denis seeks relief in art: 

It was several hours before Denis managed to go to sleep 
that night. Vague but agonizing miseries possessed his mind. 
It was not only Anne who made him miserable; he was wretched 
about himself, the future, life in general, the universe. 
[ ... ] 
After kicking all the clothes off the bed, he got up and 
sought relief in composition. He wanted to imprison his 
nameless misery in words. At the end of an hour, nine more 
or less complete lines emerged from among the blots and 
scratchings. 

"I do not know what I desire 
When summer nights are dark and still, 

When the wind's many-voiced quire 
Sleeps among the muffled branches. 

I long and know not what I will: 
And not a sound of life or laughter stanches 

Time's black and silent flow. 
I do not know what I desire, 

I do not know." 

He read it through aloud; then threw the scribbled sheet 
into the waste-paper basket and got into bed again. In a 
very few minutes he was asleep. (CY: 80/1) 

Denis turns his real, personal misery first into a worry 

about "life in general", "the universe", and in the second 

step - he turns the general worry into a poem, i.e. a specimen 

of the inadequate world of art. These two steps do the trick 

for him, and in a few minutes, calm and satisfied, he is sound 

asleep·. It is as if Denis, the poet, assumed the perspective 

• see (La Rochefoucauld: 372) - about the pleasure of feeling unhappy 
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of a disinterested observer watching and making comments on 

Denis, the man who actually experiences the misery. 

This sort of double perspective is once more at work 

towards the end of the novel. Denis, now desperate to the 

point of doing "something foolish", climbs at night to the top 

of one of the towers for reasons unknown to himself: is it to 

look at the moon or to commit suicide? At the thought of 

death, though, tears come into his eyes. "His misery assumed a 

certain solemnity; he was lifted up on the wings of a kind of 

exaltation" (CY: 244) Miserable and desperate as Denis is, 

the disinterested observer in him is filled with exaltation at 

the tragic spectacle of impending death. If Denis had 

committed suicide at that point - would it have been because 

of his actual misery or because of his feeling of / tragic' 

exaltation? 

In C r 0 m e Yellow, as I already mentioned in the 

introduction, people do not die yet, let alone commit suicide. 

However distressing the "terribly complicated" world of "human 

contacts" may become, there is always a therapeutic (although 

inadequate) generalization in the world of art and ideas. 

One of the remarkable ideas Denis forms about "human 

contacts" is that, in a deep sense of the word, there are not 

any. In a 'conversation' with half-deaf Jenny, Denis comes to 

the conclusion that people are like parallel straight lines: 

[Denis] found himself alone with Jenny. 
"I hope you slept well," he said. 
"Yes, isn't it lovely?" Jenny replied, giving two 
li ttle nods. "But we had such awful thunderstorms 
week." 

rapid 
last 

Parallel straight lines, Denis reflected, meet only at 
infinity. He might talk for ever of care-charmer sleep and 
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she of meteorology till the end of time. Did one ever 
establish contact with anyone? We are all parallel straight 
lines. Jenny was only a little more parallel than most. 
(CY: 30) 

Paradoxically, though, parallel as Jenny is, sitting apart 

in the "secret tower of her deafness", Denis learns more about 

himself from her than he would expect - more than he would 

like, for that matter: One day, he finds Jenny's large red 

notebook, which she has left lying on a window-seat, and 

although its cover says, "Private. Not to be opened", Denis 

opens the book in which he has so often seen Jenny "quietly 

and busily scribbling". What he finds makes him wince. The 

notebook contains masterful caricatures of all present at 

Crome, and full seven pages are devoted to himself. Poring 

over the drawings, Dennis is confronted with a cruel and - he 

reluctantly admits precise image of himself, a subtle 

exaggeration of his physical peculiarities as well as his 

poses and affectations. 

Denis always thought Jenny was a "simple-minded, uncritical 

creature". Having recognized a merciless and accurate observer 

in her, he now realizes that not Jenny but he himself is the 

uncritical fool. He does not resent Jenny, though, but rather 

what she and the "phenomenon of her red book" represent, what 

they concretely symbolize, i. e. "the vast conscious world of 

men outside himself" (CY: 203). Denis realizes that he is not 

a "self-supporting universe", that he is not "the one fully 

conscious, intelligent, individual being" among all around 

him. As he sees through other people, so they see through his 

poses; they see better than himself what a fool he is. 

"Sadder and wiser", Denis takes a ruminative walk in the 

park and meets Mary there. Mary is also sadder and wiser, 
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having in the aftermath of her love affair realized she had 

only been an episode on Ivor's holiday tour. 

Denis starts a conversation that is to lead up to Jenny's 

carica tures, for he feels he needs to share the disquieting 

experience with someone. Unfortunately, Mary proves to be a 

straight line, completely parallel with Denis. Whereas Denis 

talks about the surprising way the "spectacle of one's own 

personali ty [ ... J presents itself to other people", Mary 

generalizing for herself answers in terms of the 

difficulties felt in matters of sex. Moreover, she cuts short 

his confidences when, hearing the gong announcing lunchtime, 

she leaves him for the food in the middle of a sentence. 

Denis is a little hurt at this display of lack of interest 

in his spiritual experiences; he does not draw the reassuring 

conclusion that there are, after all, parallel lines that do 

not see through him for the simple reason that they do not 

care. 

It is the final irony of C r 0 m eYe 110 w that Denis, who 

is unable to act on his beliefs, who often feels the necessity 

of taking refuge from the 'real' world of human contacts in 

the inadequate world of art and ideas; it is ironical, I 

repeat, that he should be finally moved to a decisive action 

by Mary. 

Mary, having learnt about Denis's misery 

his suicidal exaltation at the tower and 

(She interrupted 

they exchanged 

confidences), advises him to leave Crome. She even invents "a 

plan of action": Denis is to send a telegram that will in a 

few hours bring an answer ordering him back to London. 
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Denis sends the telegram, and at first he is proud of 

himself: "Satisfaction glowed within him [ ... J It was an act 

performed, a decisive step taken and he so rarely took 

decisive steps; he felt pleased with himself" (CY: 247). 

Gradually, though, he becomes somewhat hesi tant, and in the 

end he would love to stay at Crome, he would like to secretly 

tear the telegram. Yet, there is always Mary behind his back, 

watching him with knowing eyes, urging him on when necessary: 

Mary looked at the clock again. "1 think perhaps you ought 
to go and pack," she said. 
Obediently Denis left the room. Never again, he said to 
himself, never again would he do anything decisive. 
(CY: 252) 

Strictly speaking, it was not Denis who took the action, 

for he just obeyed Mary. Mary of all people; the naive yet 

scientific Mary; Mary, the figure of fun in the novel. 

Unwillingly, then, Denis leaves Crome for London, not 

knowing what he is going to do there. Little does he suspect 

that, having changed into Theodore Guffibril junior, another 

unheroic hero, he will have to dance the antic hay. 
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Antic Hay 

Plot and Characters 

Unl i ke C r 0 m eYe 1 low and T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s , 

Antic Hay is not a 'house-party' novel, which means that 

the characters are not assembled under a single roof. In order 

to interact (and exchange ideas) they must call on each other, 

or assemble in restaurants, exhibitions and evening clubs. 

Sometimes there is an accidental - and fateful - meeting. 

Similarly to C r 0 m eYe 1 low, the 'action' of Ant i c 

Hay is framed by the hero's arrival in and departure from the 

scene. The 'hero' is now Theodore Gumbril Jr; the scene, the 

post-war London in the early twenties. 

Gumbril has a lot in common with Denis. He is young, he has 

a Uliterary education" (he is a B.A.Oxon.), and like the 

'hero' of C r 0 m eYe 1 low he is Umild and melancholy". 

Having come upon an idea of pneumatic trousers, an idea he 

plans to uexploit commercially", he leaves his teaching 

profession and comes home to London. Besides his father, the 

architect Gumbril Sr, he meets there a number of "old 

friends": Lypiatt, an unsuccessful painter, poet, and 

musician; Mercaptan, a writer of "delightful" essays for 

magazines; Coleman, a Rabelaisian cossack of a man, apparently 

wi thout any definite profession; Shearwater, a scientist and 

vivisectionist; and Mrs Viveash, the teaser of the novel, 

always in need of company and diversions and always bored. 

Al though two characters, Gumbril and Mrs Vi veash, can be 

seen as variations on Denis and Anne from C r 0 me Yellow, 

there is, on the whole, a perceptible difference in Huxley's 

approach to characterization between C r 0 m eYe 11 0 wand 
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T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s on the one hand and Ant i c Hay 

on the other. In comparison with C r 0 me Yellow, most 

characters of Ant i c Hay, being extreme illustrations of 

general ideas, seem somehow distorted and unpleasant. In 

C r 0 m eYe 1 low there are extreme characters as well, but 

Mary, Jenny, or Mr Scogan - ridiculed as they are - are still 

likable figures. 

In Ant i c Hay Huxley' s laughter is much less kind: His 

modern satyrs (that is, excluding Gumbril Sr and Emily) are 

mindless 

(Coleman) , 

(Shearwater, 

or cowardly 

Mrs Viveash), intentionally cruel 

(Mercaptan, Gumbril); their dance is 

and they know it: Coleman and 

Gumbril feels a little discomposed, 

meaningless and boring, 

Mercaptan enjoy the fact, 

and Mrs Viveash just knows. 

At one point, Shearwater says to the raving Coleman that he 

thinks Coleman would do well to go and see a doctor. This is 

good advice; but someone should give it to Shearwater too, and 

to Gumbril, and Lypiatt, and Mrs Viveash. 

The meaninglessness and stupidity of the dance, though, is 

not yet apparent at the beginning of the novel in the 

opening chapters it all seems rather good fun; Chapter Four, 

especially, is brilliant. In a restaurant, the main characters 

assemble for the first time, they exchange ideas and attack 

each other's viewpoints: 

Lypiatt recites (in a loud and tremulous voice) a bad poem 

he wrote; Mercaptan and Gumbril laugh at him, calmly arguing 

against the use of the word "dream" in 1922 after Lypiatt has 

"accepted the war" and "swallowed the Russian famine" (AH: 

40); Lypiatt angrily defends his poem (and himself), but he is 
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cut short by the arrival of Coleman; Coleman - disquieting in 

appearance, "as though his mind were full of some nameless and 

fantastic malice" - mocks them all, especially Shearwater, the 

scientist who is only interested in the kidneys. 

The whole 'restaurant' scene is beautifully handled. It is 

funny, at times hilarious; the characters all have a jab at 

each other, partly justified and partly just for the sake of 

argument. In short, it is fun in the style of C r 0 m e 

Ye I low at its best. 

Right in the following chapter, though, a new light is shed 

on the amusements of the party. Having left the restaurant, 

Gumbril and his friends come across Mrs Viveash and her escort 

for the evening, Bruin Opps. Opps, an arrogant young man, does 

not enjoy the company of Coleman and others, and he is mostly 

silent. The few words he says about his hatred for the lower 

classes, though, are worth recording: 

"I loath them [i. e. the lower classes]. I hate everyone 
poor, or ill, or old. Can't abide them; they make me 
positively sick." 
[In response, Mercaptan "pipes",] "How well and frankly you 
express what we all feel and lack the courage to say." (AH: 
56) 

What Mercaptan says is not, strictly speaking, true, for 

Lypiatt and Gumbril at least show signs of an unfavourable 

reaction. Yet, less strictly speaking, he is not completely 

wrong either: Huxley' s privileged characters the artists, 

writers, the relatively well-to-do - do not allow the thought 

of the suffering poor to spoil their fun. 

This is beautifully illustrated in a contrapuntal passage 

(AB: 56-60) where Huxley intercuts between the chitchat of Mrs 
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Vi veash with Shearwater and an account of a personal tragedy 

of a poor carter and his pregnant wife, standing nearby25: 

Mrs Viveash is tired and bored, she says, because of the 

awful evening-party she has just left, because of the awful 

food she was expected to eat there, and because of the awful 

music she had to listen to. 

The poor carter is also sometimes tired; not because of 

boring parties, though, but because he had malaria "out in 

India" , in the war. As he relates to a group of by-standers, 

it made his j ob of a carter difficult: "The only trouble was 

me lifting furniture and eavy weights about the place. 

[Malaria] comes back on you when you get tired like [ ... ] It 

comes back on you, and then you go down with fever and you re 

as weak as a child" (AB: 57). Now that his pony is too old to 

work, he lost his j ob and - however hard he tries - cannot 

find a new one. 

The misery of the carter and his wife is contrasted with 

the miseries of Mrs Viveash and her friends. In the 

contrapuntal passage Huxley reminds both the group of his 

satyrs and the reader of the horrible reality existing outside 

the refined world of the privileged. The satyrs al though 

feeling momentarily uneasy (at least some of them) soon 

forget. The reader, though, watching the satyrs dance in the 

rest of the novel, should not. 

I 

rather 

such 

Science, Faith, Art: three examples 

earlier said that the characters 

extreme illustrations of general 

as opposed to the characters in 

In Ant i c Hay are 

ideas, and that as 

Crome Yellow 

they make a sort of unpleasant, distorted impression. In this 
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section I look at some of them in more detail. In accordance 

wi th the aim of my analysis, I am not so much interested in 

the characters themselves as in the ideas they represent, 

namely the (unpleasant) aspects of science, faith, and art. 

Science 

Shearwater, a physiologist and vivisectionist, 

science proper. Being preoccupied with the 

kidneys, he pays little attention both to his 

is a man of 

workings of 

wife and to 

himself, to his own needs, which in the end brings him rather 

unpleasant consequences. The ideas he represents are those of 

scientific irresponsibility, purposelessness, and blindness to 

the non-scientific "facts of experience". 

The idea of scientific irresponsibility is a major theme in 

the apocalyptic Ape and E s s en c e 26: The 'disinterested' 

scientist, looking for the 'Truth' regardless of possible 

consequences, is the force leading to the terrible inventions 

that make the horrors of wars possible. 

successfully finished his work on a 

satisfied with the further step science 

The scientist, having 

powerful new bomb, 

has taken thanks to 

him, comes home and spends a pleasant evening with his wife 

and children. 'His' bomb will kill thousands, but that is not 

his responsibility, he assures himself; if he had not invented 

the bomb, someone else would. 

The illustrations of scientific irresponsibility in 

Ant i c Hay are naturally much less dramatic. Shearwater' s 

work does not lead to massacres, but it does make him blind to 

the suffering of others: 

Having met the poor carter 

Shearwater and Gumbril walk home 
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Gumbril is appalled at the suffering and misery he has just 

witnessed, Shearwater is silent because he is lost in thoughts 

about certain scientific experiments. When Gumbril starts 

talking about the carter - "It's appalling that human beings 

should have to live like that. Worse than dogs." - Shearwater 

misunderstands and answers in terms of vivisection: "Dogs have 

nothing to complain of [ ... ]. Nor guinea-pigs, nor rats. It's 

these blasted antivivisection maniacs who make all the fuss" 

(AR: 61). 

In Ant i c Hay the scenes connected with vivisection 

demonstrate (next to the vi visectionists ' cruelty) the 

purposelessness of experimental science. Shearwater and 

Lancing, his "dog-faced" young assistant, often carry out 

strikingly pointless experiments just to see what happens: 

Lancing makes the eyesight of rabbits defective through a 

complex process that involves injecting pulped eyes of a dead 

rabbit into another one (AR: 104); Shearwater engrafts an 

ovary into a cock (AR: 242); and at the hands of both 

scientists rats are hungered and tortured, and beetles have 

their heads cut off and replaced by the heads of other beetles 

(AR: 242/3). 

Last but not least, Shearwater' s excessive preoccupation 

wi th science is the cause of problems in his personal and 

family life. Not only does his wife, Rosie, sleep around, but 

he himself in spite of his initial indifference 

despera tely falls in love wi th Mrs Vi veash, and the 

unfulfilled passion makes him restless, confused, tired. In 

order to get rid of his confusion, to make his life 

proportionate, he performs an "interesting" experiment he had 

planned long before he lost his head: he pedals naked on a 
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stationary bicycle, as long as he can, collecting his own 

sweat all the time (the original scientific ambition was to 

get rid of so much of his salts, that his blood composition 

might be altered so that ~all sorts of delightful consequences 

might follow" (AB: 61)) 

In this position, that is to say pedalling naked on a 

stationary bicycle, Huxley leaves him towards the end of 

Ant i c Hay. The impression Shearwater leaves behind is that 

of a bewildered scientist who failed to realize (or realized 

too late) that human experience is too complex, too rich to be 

grasped (and ordered) solely by means of science27
• 

Faith 

In Ant i c Hay faith is an important theme. It is less 

importan t in C r 0 m eYe 1 low, although Huxley touches upon 

the theme in the earlier novel as well: 

There is, in C r 0 m eYe 110 w, Mr Bodiham, . the local 

rector, who is sorry that the Great War - in spite of his own 

prophecies - was not, after all, such an obvious sign of the 

Second Coming. He is an angry Calvinist, desperate because of 

the apparent indifference of the faithful at Crome. There were 

times, Huxley says about the angry Christian·, when Mr Bodiham 

~would have liked to beat and kill his whole congregation" 

(CY: 67). 

Then there is Priscilla, Henry Wimbush's wife, who is 

perhaps more important for the discussion of the aspects of 

fai th in Ant i c Hay. She is a minor Coleman in that she 

believes (in the power of stars, and in the ~next world and 

all the spirits, and one's Aura"), in order to make her life 

4 Nietzsche would, no doubt, like this joke a lot. 
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on earth a little bit more exciting. She once explains to 

Denis: "You don't know what it's like to have faith. You've no 

idea how amusing and exciting life becomes when you do 

believe. All that happens means something; nothing you do is 

ever insignificant. It makes life so jolly, you know" (CY: 

17) . 

Ant i c Hay begins with a sermon in a school chapel, 

during which the housemaster Gumbril inwardly speculates about 

the existence and the nature of God: "The problem was very 

troublesome indeed. God as a sense of warmth about the heart, 

God as exultation, God as tears in the eyes, God as a rush of 

power or thought - that was all right. But God as truth, God 

as 2+2=4 - that wasn't so clearly all right" (AH: 1) 

The reason for Gumbril's rambling and jocular doubts is the 

"enviable certainty" with which the Reverend Pel vey preaches 

the sermon. Could it be, Gumbril asks himself, that the 

Reverend Pelvey, loud and self-assured, could it be that he 

has "an answer and a clue?" That is hardly believable, Gumbril 

concludes. Particularly if one knows Mr Pel vey personally -

and Gumbril does (AH: 1). 

The opening 'school chapel' scene is similar to Mr 

Bodiham's sermon in C r 0 m eYe I low in its absolute 

pointlessness. The bombastic Mr Pelvey makes the impression of 

a bad actor shouting his lines without thinking about them, 

and his audience - no less than "half a thousand schoolboys" -

naturally pays little attention to his performance. The rite 

is empty; it is a series of meaningless movements that has to 

be gone through. 
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Huxley's criticism of the naive, unquestioning, superficial 

faith is certainly witty, but it is neither original nor 

specific to An tic Hay. What makes An tic Hay remarkable, 

as far as Huxley's ideas about faith are concerned, is the 

character of Coleman. The Ustrange phenomenon of Coleman" is 

not at all easy to comprehend and classify he is 

simultaneously sinister, ridiculous, malicious, cruel, and 

funny. I have already mentioned that the nature of his belief 

is similar to that of Priscilla Wimbush's. In the seduction / 

rape scene, Coleman talks about faith with Rosie Shearwater: 

UDo you believe in God?" 
"Not m-much," said Rosie, smiling. 
"I pity you. You must find existence dreadfully dull. As 
soon as you do, everything becomes a thousand times 
lifesize. [, .. ] Every slightest act eternally significant. 
It's only when you believe in God, and especially in hell, 
that you can really begin enjoying life. For instance, when 
in a few moments you surrender yourself to the importunities 
of my bloody beard, how prodigiously much more you'd enjoy 
it if you could believe you were committing the sin against 
the Holy Ghost if you kept thinking calmly and 
dispassionately all the time the affair was going on: All 
this is not only a horrible sin, it is also ugly, grotesque, 
a mere defecation, a -" (AH: 213/214) 

Allowing for a number of minor differences, Coleman's faith 

is principally the same as that of Priscilla Wimbush's - they 

both believe in God (and other things) in order to make life 

more enjoyable. But whereas Priscilla is a simple-minded 

woman, fascinated by horoscopes, Coleman is surprisingly 

knowing and learned: not only does he speak French well, but 

he also seems to know Italian and Latin, for at some points he 

quotes in original from Dante's I n fer n 0 and from the Fathers 

of the Church. 
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What is the function of the character of Coleman? And why 

does Huxley provide him with such a strange mind - sharp and 

perverted at the same time? 

It seems obvious that Coleman is an inside-out Christian. 

To call him a "diabolist"28, though, is perhaps not quite 

accurate, in spite of the fact that Coleman himself claims to 

believe "in one devil, father quasi-almighty, Samael and his 

wife, the Woman of Whoredom" (AB: 45). Committing sins', a 

satanist (or "diabolist") believes he does the right thing, 

and he certainly does not expect to receive the reward of 

eternal punishment. Coleman, in contrast, enj oys blaspheming 

and sinning precisely because he knows he does the wrong 

thing, and the reward of eternal punishment seems to be an end 

he counts on, perhaps even aims at. Although, on second 

thoughts, if the eternal punishment really is Coleman' s aim, 

he should perhaps try harder, for apart from a rape that is 

(judging by Rosie Shearwater's behaviour) possibly no rape at 

all, Coleman's sins are mostly verbal - there is no blood, no 

violence, no murder. 

It is tempting to explain away Coleman's religious fervour 

as a mask or a joke, for his ravings and (verbal) attacks on 

others really are funny, and he does seem to enj oy himself. 

There are two points, though, suggesting that Coleman might 

actually be mildly insane: first, the way Huxley describes his 

gestures and especially laughter (as "outrageous", 

"diabolical", "artificial", and ending as abruptly as it 

begins); second, the only scene in the novel (AH: 209) in 

which Coleman is seen alone and which contains further insane 

ravings (contrary to the natural expectation that should 
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Coleman's fervour be just a mask or a joke - he would not put 

the mask on without an audience). 

Is, then, Coleman to be dismissed as a madman or a 

frivolous joker? I think he should be dismissed as both. Yet, 

whatever Coleman is, he is the only 'believer' among the main 

characters in An tic Hay (that is, apart from Lypiatt, the 

"muscular christian artist"), and he reduces faith to a means 

to a more enjoyable (and perversely enjoyable) life. For 

Huxley's satyrs, as it seems, the traditional Christian faith 

is no longer acceptable - either they make a joke of it, or 

they do not care at all. 

Art 

The aspects of art Huxley deals with in Ant i c Hay are 

different from those in C r 0 m e Ye 1 low. In the earlier 

novel, art has the function of a barrier. Denis stone feels 

that the world of art and ideas reflects the 'real' world of 

"human contacts" inadequately, thus making it difficult for a 

lover of the 'better' world of art to function in the 'real' 

one. 

In Ant i c Hay, Huxley basically shows two contrasting 

facets of art, one positive and the other negative. The 

posi ti ve one has to do with Gumbril' s chance to escape the 

meaningless satyrs' dance. It is associated with the mystical 

"quiet in the mind" Gumbril is both afraid of and attracted 

to, and with Emily, Gumbril's love, who is the personification 

of the quiet .... 

~I will discuss this in more detail in the next section where I focus on 
the character of Gurnbril 
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The negative facet of art is similar to that of faith: Art 

in its degenerated form, or rather some characters' interest 

in art, is shown to be no more than a series of meaningless 

gestures, of empty movements that for some reason need to be 

gone through. This is best illustrated by the two scenes that 

take place in the picture gallery, and it is no coincidence 

that the central character in both these scenes is Lypiatt, 

the bad painter, poet and musician. 

In the first scene, Gumbril enters the picture gallery, 

having read the announcement of the "Forthcoming Exhibition of 

Works by Casimir Lypiatt" (AB: 31). He is lucky, for Lypiatt 

is just in, making the final arrangements with Mr Albemarle, 

the owner of the gallery. Waiting for Lypiatt, Gumbril is 

passing in review a "dismal collection of etchings", when he 

is confronted by Mr Albemarle's conscientious young assistant. 

The shy assistant is an excellent illustration of a person 

that is not really interested in art, but for some reason (in 

this case professional) needs to assume the knowing air and 

the air of excitement. The naive assistant, who has only been 

at his job for a few weeks, finds this very difficult but he 

has resolved to "make good". He has planned the following 

tactics: he writes down the expressions he (over)hears in the 

gallery and later tries them out in practice. From Gumbril, 

for example, he learns the expression "intense feeling" (not 

realizing Gumbril has used it ironically in an answer to his 

enthusiastic questions), and later he overhears Lypiatt 

describing the "swirling composition" of a picture of his to 

Mr Albemarle. When a new visitor comes, he sets to work: 

The little assistant was expounding to a new visitor the 
beauties of the etchings. "Very intense, If he was saying, 
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"the feeling in this passage." The shadow, indeed, clung 
with an insistent affection round the stern of the boat. 
"And what a fine, what a-" he hesitated for an instant, and 
under his pale, oiled hair his face became suddenly very 
red- "what a swirling composition." He looked anxiously at 
the visitor. The remark had been received without comment. 
He felt immensely relieved. (AH: 35) 

The diffident assistant is relieved that the new visitor 

has not seen through him; he can now go on using empty and 

meaningless words he does not understand to describe pictures 

whose worthlessness he does not realize. If he tries hard he 

will perhaps one day become a Mr Albemarle or a cri tic like 

one of those journalists who assemble in the gallery on "Press 

Day" to review Lypiatt's pictures (AB: 77) 

There is the enthusiastic Mr Clew, "one of those rare 

people who have a real passion for art", loving all painting 

indiscriminately; Mr Mallard, having "an immense knowledge of 

art, and a sincere dislike of all that [is] beautiful", who 

enjoys tearing to pieces virtually all modern painters in his 

articles; and a number of frankly uninterested journalists, 

grateful to Mr Albemarle for telling them (in a single 

sentence) what they should write about Lypiatt. 

The whole "Press Day" scene makes the impression of a 

meaningless pantomime. Apart from the indiscriminately 

enthusiastic Mr Clew no one seems to be interested in 

Lypiatt's pictures. The journalists are present because they 

have to write articles about the exhibition: those who, like 

Mr Mallard, can see that Lypiatt's pictures are bad will write 

bad reviews, and those who cannot will praise the paintings 

for wrong reasons. The whole Press Day show, seen through the 

bewildered eyes of the diffident young assistant, is 

supervised by Mr Albemarle, who moves among the journalists 
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and speaks to them "with a certain pomp, a butlerish gravity" 

that is "evidently meant to be ducal". 

Lypiatt perhaps does not deserve a poor treatment like this 

or rather, he does deserve it, but it is somehow sad that he 

(of all people) should really get it. Similarly to Gumbril"", 

Lypiatt wears a mask, a mask of the "man of genius"; but 

unlike Gumbril, he is not aware of the poor original beneath: 

[Lypiatt] had, indeed, a remarkable face - a face that ought 
by rights to have belonged to a man of genius. Lypiatt was 
aware of it. The man of genius, he liked to say, bears upon 
his brow a kind of mark of Cain, by which men recognize him 
at once - "and having recognized, generally stone him," he 
would add with that peculiar laugh he always uttered 
whenever he said anything rather bitter or cynical; a laugh 
that was meant to show that the bitterness, the cynicism, 
justifiable as events might have made them, were really only 
a mask, and that beneath it the artist was still serenely 
and tragically smiling. Lypiatt thought a great deal about 
the ideal artist. That titanic abstraction stalked within 
his own skin. He was it - a little too consciously, perhaps. 
(AH: 35-36) 

Sometimes, it seems, Lypiatt wears two masks at once: he 

puts the mask of cynicism and bitterness on that of the ideal 

artist, hoping the world will discover the artist beneath the 

bitter man. The impression he makes of a man acting his part 

is strengthened, a little monotonously, in many scenes, 

especially in those where Mrs Vi veash is presene 9
• Lypia tt's 

part is always the same - the man of genius, the large-scale 

artist, the misunderstood modern Sisyphus and there is so 

little variation in his noisy performance that one cannot help 

agreeing with Mrs Vi veash, who feels that "poor old Lypiatt" 

is - above all - boring. 

010 1 will discuss the "Complete Man" in the next section 
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Lypiatt, after all, deserves the treatment he (and his 

work) gets in Mr Albemarle's gallery. In fact, being primarily 

and excessively interested in his own persona, that is in the 

impression he makes, he is somewhat similar to the would-be 

ducal and yet "butlerish" Mr Albemarle, not to mention the 

principal similarity to the 'enthusiastic' and 'knowledgeable' 

young assistant. 

Having suffered the shock of public reception of his work~, 

Lypiatt avenges himself "on the person of Mr Mercaptan [who 

ridiculed Lypiatt' s paintings in a weekly magazine, accusing 

the painter of insincerity] against the world that [has] 

neglected him, against the fate that [has] denied him his 

rightful share of talent" (AH: 190): He gives Mr Mercaptan a 

(mild) beating, boxing his ears for a while. 

This act seems to calm the angry artist down, in a way. 

Tragically serene, he plans to commit suicide at first (AH: 

206), but - like Denis stone in er 0 m eYe 11 0 w - he finally 

seems to have changed his mind, having possibly found hope of 

reconciliation with himself (AH: 225). 

At one point, a similar sort of reconciliation is reached 

by Gumbril, but whereas Lypiatt finally seems to have taken 

off all his masks, Gumbril does not fail to miss the 

opportunity to change his life of a satyr. 

Gumbril 

I earlier suggested that Gumbril is in many respects 

similar to Denis of er 0 m e Yellow. Yet, there are 

• "His show [has] been a hopeless failure. Not a picture sold, a press that 
was mostly bad, or, when good, that [has] praised for the wrong, the 
insulting reasons" 
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differences, too: Gumbril seems to function pretty well in the 

'real' world of "human contacts", and - unlike Denis - he is 

also something of a man of action, judging by his Complete-Man 

escapades. 

'hero' of 

mildness", 

It is as if Gumbril, temperamentally close to the 

Crome Yellow, decided to overcome his "natural 

and he dares to do things Denis only dreams of. 

His familiarity with the world of action apparently goes 

far: at one point, he claims to "take things as they come" 

(AB: 125), a claim that Denis would love to be able to make 

about himself. In order to understand the character of 

Gumbril, it is important to realize that his claim about 

taking things "as they come" is both true and false: It is 

(unfortunately) true, for Gumbril is unable to resist some of 

the coming things'; and it is (unfortunately) false, for 

Gumbril has to force some of the things to come. 

Gumbril is a man of two faces, of two 'selfs'. Throughout 

the novel he does his best to cover the 'better' self, the 

"mild and melancholy" one, with the persona of a worldly 

cynic, knowledgeable and (therefore) somewhat tired. Yet, now 

and then, his better self peeps out, and the cynic is reminded 

that not all people are "bellow good and evil". There are two 

(minor) characters that are clearly contrasted with the 

central group of the 'distorted' satyrs, two characters that 

the architect Gumbril Sr and are not "bellow good and evil": 

Emily, the hero's part-time love. 

In the course of Ant i c Hay Gumbril Sr makes three 

appearances. He is never 

present, plus there is Mr 

friend - in the first scene, 

Viveash in the third. All 

seen alone: His son is always 

Porteous the architect's old 

Shearwater in the second, and Mrs 

the three scenes are remarkably 
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'stationary' and placid (that is, if I do not count the 

archi tect 's excited comments on architecture), and there is 

always a lesson for Gumbril Sr's guests to be learned. 

There is one principal thing Gumbril Sr is associated with, 

and that is pro po r t ion - proportion in architecture and, 

by way of analogy, proportion in life. Proportion, the 

archi tect says repeatedly to Shearwater during his visit, is 

the most important thing in architecture. The lack of it in 

London, and especially in the new buildings~ is one of the few 

things that can make the otherwise placid Gumbril Sr angry. He 

himself, he feels, designs beautiful and proportionate houses, 

but unfortunately no one wants them - or rather, those who 

could afford them do not want them, and those who can 

appreciate them cannot afford them. 

In order to illustrate his ideas Gumbril Sr shows 

Shearwater and his son an enormous ("twenty feet long by ten 

or twelve wide") model of a city he has been working on for 

"months and years". The city is London as it might have looked 

if Christopher Wren had been allowed to carry out his plans of 

rebuilding after the Great Fire. Both Shearwater and Gumbril 

Jr are amazed and they admire the beautiful model of the 

beautiful, never-realized city very much. The architect then 

goes on to explain Wren's ideas in some detail, never losing 

the air of excitement and pleasure. 

The model of Wren's London is emblematic of Gumbril Sr' s 

function in Ant i c Hay. His voice is the voice of the 

'right' or 'better' alternative to the unpleasant and 

distorted status quo. The new-London architectural plans of 

.. "It's like listening to a symphony of cats [ ... ] senseless discords and a 
horrible disorder [ ... ] a jumble of huge, hideous buildings" (AB: 125/126). 
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Christopher Wren were never realized and the designs of 

Gumbril Sr will probably never be, but the point of the 

character of Gumbril Sr is the question he indirectly makes 

his son· ask: Is there any 'better' alternative to the sort of 

life he, Theodore Gumbril, is leading? And if there is one, 

perhaps a life more proportionate and less of the taking-

things-as-they-come sort could he make it real, could he 

live it? 

Gumbril will find the answer to this question in his 

relationship with Emily, the embodiment of the 'better' 

alternative. But before he finds it, he will have to take off 

his mask of the Complete Man. 

The Complete Man 

I have already mentioned that Gumbril, temperamentally 

close to Denis stone, is and sees himself as being ~mild and 

melancholy". What Gumbril calls his ~natural mildness", 

though, is in fact an absolute unwillingness to quarrel with 

anyone about anything, that is to say a sort of cowardice. 

At one point - it is after the discussion with Mr Bojanus, 

his tailor-philosopher, about political leadership and the 

"human herd" that needs and wishes to be "ordered about" (AB: 

86) - at that point, I repeat, Gumbril fully realizes that he 

himself is something of a "chameleon": 

He was not sure, now he came to think of it, that he didn't 
belong to all the herds - by a sort of honorary membership 
and temporarily, as occasion offered, as one belongs to the 
Union at the sister university or to the Naval and Military 
Club while one's own is having its annual clean-out. 
Shearwater's herd, Lypiatt's herd, Mr Mercaptan's herd, Mrs 

¥Not to mention Shearwater - cf. pages 37/38 where I mention his 
"interesting experiment" that should lead to his more proportionate life 
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Viveash's herd, the architectural herd of his father [ ... ] -
he belonged to them all a little, to none of them 
completely. Nobody belonged to his herd. How could they? No 
chameleon can live with comfort on a tartan. (AH: 86/87) 

Gumbril is like a chameleon. Depending on the company he is 

in, he takes on different personas: when he is together with 

his father, he becomes a serene thinker; with Mrs Viveash, a 

wild dancer and deep drinker; with Emily, a quiet and romantic 

lover. The trouble begins, of course, when the company is 

larger. Then Gumbril-chameleon cannot adapt himself to any 

single person and, as in the early restaurant scene (AH: 38-

49), he becomes virtually "non-existent": the knowledgeable, 

tired cynic. 

Fully conscious of his conforming character, Gumbril 

decides to fight against his "natural mildness", to become 

"his own leader" (AH: 87). As a symbol of daring and 

authority, he buys a "blond fan-shaped beard" to match his own 

moustache; he hopes to become more self-confident, and to 

enter into "dangerous relations" by the symbol's help. In 

short, in an attempt to become "his own leader", he apes 

Coleman, and he knows it. 

Trying the beard on, Gumbril realizes that the effect is 

"stunning" and "grandiose": "From melancholy and all too mild 

he saw himself transformed on the instant into a sort of 

jovial Henry the Eighth, into a massive Rabelaisian man, broad 

and powerful and exuberant with vi tali ty and hair. [ ... J Great 

eater, deep drinker, stout fighter, prodigious lover; clear 

thinker, creator of beauty, seeker of truth and prophet of 

heroic grandeurs" (AH: 88) 

His ego boosted, the bearded Gumbril - now, devoid of all 

deficiencies, he has become the "Complete Man" - sets off in 
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search of the "dangerous relations". And he does not take long 

to succeed; he soon meets, makes friends with and (a couple of 

hours later) seduces a pretty young woman, Rosie. He is both 

elated and astonished to see the wonders his beard works, and 

his spirits remain raised even after he learns that Rosie is, 

in fact, Shearwater's wife. 

Rosie, interestingly enough, is not just a victim of 

Gumbril's newly acquired self-confidence. In away, she is a 

mirror-image of the Complete Man, for although she is 

inexperienced in "this sort of thing" and very nervous, she 

does her best to look and behave like the "fastidious lady", a 

character she only knows from the romantic stories she has 

read: an experienced, refined, mildly bored beauty, 

capriciously choosing (and leaving) lovers among young poets 

and artists who are all desperately in love with her. 

When the two masks, the Complete Man and the Fastidious 

Lady, play the game of love at first sight, it is both funny 

and sad. It is funny, for Huxley knows how to use the contrast 

between the jovial, self-assured mask and the nervous, 

uncertain original beneath. And it is sad, for there is 

nothing beneath the gestures and the poses: a man and a woman 

making faces at each other, talking about feelings they do not 

have. The following passage illustrates the emptiness of the 

whole affair: 

[GumbrilJ sighed a little wearily as he took his seat on the 
green iron chair. But then, recollecting that he was now the 
Complete Man, and that the Complete Man must do everything 
with a flourish and a high hand, he leaned forward and, 
smiling with a charming insolence through his beard, began: 
"Tiresias, you may remember, was granted the singular 
privilege of living both as a man and a woman." 
Ah, this was the genuine young poet. Supporting an elbow on 
the back of her chair and leaning her cheek against her 
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hand, [Rosie] disposed herself to listen and, where 
necessary, brilliantly to interpellate; it was through half
closed eyes that she looked at him, and she smiled faintly 
in a manner which she knew, from experience, to be 
enigmatic, and though a shade haughty, though a tiny bit 
mocking and ironical, exceedingly attractive. (AH: 96) 

Enigmatic smiles, by definition, hide something: special 

knowledge, a deep feeling, a secret. Rosie's 'enigmatic' 

smile, in contrast, hides nothing; it is merely a grimace, a 

face made to produce the desired effect. Gumbril is obviously 

less taken in by the Fastidious Lady than Rosie by the 

Complete Man, but he goes on playing the game of love at first 

sight, and he allows it to reach its anticipated climax. 

Whereas Gumbril feels elated at the immediate success of 

his bearded persona, Rosie cannot help feeling somewhat 

disappointed. Is this all, she asks herself, so simple and 

obvious? "She tried to work herself up into a more exalted 

mood. She even tried to feel guilty; but there she failed 

completely. She tried to feel rapturous; but without much more 

success" (AR: 105). 

Rosie's conscious (and unsuccessful) attempt to m a k e 

herself feel an 'appropriate' emotion is the actual 

(anti) climax of the whole amorous game. As there is nothing 

beneath her 'enigmatic' smile, there is apart from her 

disappointment - no real emotional reaction to the afternoon 

affair. 

Gumbril, as I said, feels great; he loves to hide behind 

the daring Rabelasian man. Rosie, moreover, is not the 

Complete Man's last success: It is the Complete Man, and not 

Gumbril, who (threateningly and in the end victoriously) 

negotiates Gumbril's salary with Mr Boldero, the would-be 

manufacturer of Gumbril' s "pneumatic trousers" (AR: 119/120); 
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and it is, again, the Complete Man, and not Gumbril, who meets 

and makes friends with Emily. 

The Mystic ... 

It is perhaps not a matter of chance that Huxley introduces 

Emily in connection with Gumbril' s decision to abandon his 

Complete-Man mask for her sake (AH: 133); only later in a 

flashback does the author reveal how Gumbril, disguised as the 

Complete Man, met Emily (and her more daring friend Molly). I 

earlier suggested that Emily is contrasted with the satyr-like 

characters of Ant i c Hay, that she is in fact the 

embodiment of a better alternative to Gumbril' s life3o • Now I 

would like to support that suggestion with a number of 

observations. 

Emily's looks, to begin with, suggest earnestness, 

innocence, and possibly saintliness. Her eyes are described as 

"candid", her mouth as "grave" and "serious", her curls as 

"childish". At a significant point - at a quiet and almost 

mystical moment of serenity (AH: 140) the sunlight makes 

"little misty haloes of gold" at her nape and temples, thus 

making her look like a saint in a religious painting. 

Next to Emily's saintly and innocent looks, there is her 

actual innocence in matters of sex. In spite of having been 

married for more than three years (to a much older man, a 

friend of her late father, an "uncle"), she is still a virgin, 

living now separately from her husband, who little appreciated 

her wedding night ignorance and subsequent defiance. 

Having gone through several fights with her angry and sex

starved uncle-husband, it is no wonder Emily does not like men 

and thinks most of them are hateful "brutes". In her company, 
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Gurnbril changes from the jovial and self-confident Rabelaisian 

man into a quiet, ~mild and melancholy" romantic. The change, 

it seems obvious, is not merely one of Gurnbril' s chameleon 

adaptations I mentioned above. Although there is a good deal 

of irony in the way Huxley presents the romantic relationship·, 

Gurnbril does become more serious and thoughtful, and he no 

longer prides himself on "taking things as they come". It is 

as if Emily made him pause in his wild and thoughtless dance. 

There are several illustrations of Gurnbril's newly acquired 

pro fundi ty. Emily's love of flowers, for example, makes him 

think about his mother, who died when he was a small boy and 

who, apart from having been ~diligently good"·, was also very 

fond of flowers: Every spring and summer Gurnbril and his 

mother used to "go down" to stay at their cottage in the 

country. All their walks and drives (in the "governess cart") 

were haunts after flowers, and the little Gurnbril haunted with 

all his mother's ardour. 

How long ago that all was! Horribly long ago! Many seeds had 
fallen in the stony places of his spirit, to spring 
luxuriantly up into stalky plants and wither again because 
they had no deepness of earth; many had been sown there and 
had died, since his mother scattered the seeds of the wild 
flowers. (AH: 137) 

After the re-discovery of this "underground source of 

memory", Gurnbril becomes something of a mystic, too. Taking a 

walk with Emily in Kew Gardens, in an atmosphere of "quiet 

happiness", Gurnbril al though speaking in general terms 

makes a confession of sorts: 

¥nEmily laughed again. 'I feel happy,' she declared. / 'So do I'. / 'How 
green the grass is! 'N (AH: 139) 
~nyou could feel the active radiance of her goodness when you were near her 

" (AH: 2) 
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"There are quiet places also in the mind," he said 
medi tati vely. "But we build bandstands and factories on 
them. Deliberately - to put a stop to the quietness. We 
don't like the quietness. All the thoughts, all the 
preoccupations in my head - round and round, continually. 
[ ... ] All the jazz bands, the music-hall songs, the boys 
shouting the news. What's it for? what's it all for? To put 
an end to the quiet, to break it up and disperse it, to 
pretend at any cost it isn't there. Ah, but it is; it is 
there, in spite of everything, at the back of everything. 
Lying awake at night, sometimes not restlessly, but 
serenely, waiting for sleep the quiet re-establishes 
itself, piece by piece; all the broken bits, all the 
fragments of it we've been so busily dispersing all day 
long. It re-establishes itself, an inward quiet, like this 
outward quiet of grass and trees [i. e. Kew Gardens]. It 
fills one, it grows - a crystal quiet, a growing, expanding 
crystal. It grows, it becomes more perfect; it is beautiful 
and terrifying, yes, terrifying as well as beautiful. For 
one's alone in the crystal and there's no support from 
outside, there's nothing external and important, nothing 
external and trivial to pull oneself up by or to stand on, 
superiorly, contemptuously, so that one can look down. 
There's nothing to laugh at or feel enthusiastic about. But 
the quiet grows and grows. Beautifully and unbearably. And 
at last you are conscious of something approaching; it is 
almost a faint sound of footsteps. Something inexpressibly 
lovely and wonderful advances through the crystal, nearer, 
nearer. And, oh, inexpressibly terrifying. For if it were to 
touch you, if it were to seize and engulf you, you'd die; 
all the regular, habitual, daily part of you would die. 
There would be an end of bandstands and whizzing factories, 
and one would have to begin living arduously in the quiet, 
arduously in some strange, unheard-of-manner. Nearer, nearer 
come the steps; but one can't face the advancing thing. One 
daren 't. It's too terrifying , it's too painful to die. 
Quickly, before it is too late, start the factory wheels, 
bang the drum, blow up the saxophone. Think of the women 
you'd like to sleep with, the schemes for making money, the 
gossip about your friends, the last outrage of the 
politicians. Anything for a diversion. Break the silence, 
smash the crystal to pieces. There, it lies in bits; it is 
easily broken, hard to build up and easy to break. And the 
steps? Ah, those have taken themselves off, double quick. 
Double quick, they were gone at the first flawing of the 
crystal. And by this time the lovely and terrifying thing is 
three infinities away, at least. And you lie tranquilly on 
your bed, thinking of what you'd do if you had ten thousand 
pounds, and of all the fornications you'll never commit. fI 
(AH: 139/140) 

Gumbril at other times a worldly cynic, indulging in 

parties and easy pleasures offers to Emily a surprisingly 
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well-thought-out piece of self-critical mysticism: beneath the 

everyday, habitual functioning ("habitual part") - "in spite 

of everything, at the back of everything" - there is a deeper 

reality, metaphorically described as "the quiet", "a crystal", 

"an approaching faint sound of footsteps". 

Yet, Gumbril is afraid of the "crystal quiet", and he does 

his best to banish the quietness from his mind. It is 

significant that (at the moment of his confession, at least) 

Gumbril does not consider the 'deeper reality' to be just an 

idea, one of many. It is rather the very basis of human 

nature, a core that most people more or less consciously 

sup pr e ss. They cover the core, the basis, with their 

interest in the everyday, building "bandstands and factories" 

on the quiet. 

Emily's comment on Gumbril's monologue is five words long: 

"You make things very complicated," she says after a silence. 

It is then and there, in Kew Gardens, watching the "little 

misty haloes" at Emily's temples, that Gumbril realizes there 

is quiet in Emily's mind. "She was native to that crystal 

world; for her, the steps came comfortingly through the 

silence and the lovely thing brought with it no terrors. It 

was all so easy for her and simple" (AH: 140). 

Next to the "chain of flowers", Gumbril and Emily are 

linked by their interest in (classical) music. They both play 

the piano well, but whereas Gumbril is the more expert player, 

Emily is decidedly the more enthusiastic one. At one point, 

though, music becomes more than merely a common interest. 

After the moments of "quiet happiness" experienced in Kew 

Gardens, Gumbril surprises Emily by inviting her to a concert 

in the Albert Hall that same evening. The "Sclopis Quartet and 
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a subsidiary viola" play Mozart' s G minor Quintet, and the 

"unhappy" music does make Emily happy. But for Gumbril, the G 

minor Quintet and specifically the minuetto - is more than 

an aesthetic experience; for him, at that particular point, 

the work of the musical genius comes to represent (and 

reflect) the human condition: 

Blood beats in the ears. Beat, beat, beat. A slow drum in 
the darkness, beating in the ears of one who lies wakeful 
with fever, with the sickness of too much misery. It beats 
unceasingly, in the ears, in the mind itself. Body and mind 
are indivisible, and in the spirit blood painfully throbs. 
Sad thoughts drop through the mind. [ ... J There is 
resignation, but blood still beats in the ears. Blood still 
painfully beats, though the mind has acquiesced. And then, 
suddenly, the mind exerts itself, throws off the fever of 
too much suffering and laughing, commands the body to dance. 
The introduction to the last movement comes to its 
suspended, throbbing close. There is an instant of 
expectation, and then, with a series of mounting trochees 
and a downward hurrying, step after tiny step, in triple 
time, the dance begins. Irrelevant, irreverent, out of key 
with all that has gone before. But man's greatest strength 
lies in his capacity for irrelevance. In the midst of 
pestilences, wars and famines, he builds cathedrals; and a 
slave, he can think the irrelevant and unsuitable thoughts 
of a free man. The spirit is slave to fever and beating 
blood, at the mercy of an obscure and tyrannous misfortune. 
But irrelevantly, it elects to dance in triple measure - a 
mounting skip, a patter of descending feet. (AH: 143) 

In a way, Mozart' s minuetto, filtered through Gurnbril' s 

mind, becomes a sequel to Gumbril's earlier mystical 

monologue, the "patter of descending feet" providing the link 

between the i r r e 1 e van t dance and the "faint sound of 

footsteps" of the "crystal" deeper reality. Thanks to the 

music, Gumbril realizes that the "crystal" reality is as 

little relevant as a cathedral, built "in the midst of 

pestilences, wars and famines"; but he also realizes that 

precisely this kind of irrelevance is "man's greatest 

strength". 
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Yet - as I have suggested above - Gumbril is not strong 

enough to choose the "irrelevant" quiet and let the "habitual, 

daily part" of himself "die". In the conflict between the two 

worlds, represented by Mrs Viveash and Emily, he will decide 

for the everyday, superficial one. Mozart' s minuetto, then, 

expressing an "irrelevant" hope, a dream of a different life, 

is also a kind of summary of Gumbril's fate. 

After the concert, Gumbril takes Emily to his "secret 

rooms", to a small flat he keeps for no obvious reason except 

that now and then he likes to stay there alone, completely 

hidden from the eyes of the outside world. It is only 

appropriate that Emily should be the first (but unfortunately 

not the last) person to learn about Gumbril's secret. And it 

is also appropriate that these "unreal real" rooms an 

obvious analogy to the "quiet places in the mind" Gumbril 

spoke about in Kew Gardens - should be the very place where 

Gumbril (thanks to Emily, the embodiment of the quiet world) 

experiences a "dark stupor of happiness", 

tranquil rather than erotic, resulting 

(AB: 148) . 

.,. and the Clown 

an ecstasy that is 

in a peaceful sleep 

Right in the following three chapters (AB: 149 - 177), a 

single day in Gumbril's life is described, in which Gumbril -

because of his cowardice - manages to destroy and, as it were, 

defile all that Emily (plus what she represents) means for 

him. The single day unfavourably contrasts with the day of 

"quiet happiness" (Kew Gardens, the concert in the Albert 

Hall, Gumbril' s secret rooms) Gumbril experienced with Emily, 

the (rather drastic) climax being reached again in 
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Gurnbril's secret rooms: instead of past moments of ecstatic 

tranquility there is now vomit all over the place. 

The disaster begins with an accidental meeting. Gurnbril has 

arranged to meet Emily in the country "just out of 

Robertsbridge, in Sussex", where she has rented a cottage for 

the whole summer. On his way to Charing Cross, though, he runs 

into Mrs Viveash, who happens to be in need of company, and in 

spite of his initial (and playful) resistance he is unable to 

refuse her invitation to lunch together: 

Mrs Vi veash halted and delivered her ultimatum, the more 
impressive for being spoken in that expiring voice of one 
who says in articulo the final and supremely important 
things. "We lunch at Verrey's, Theodore, or I shall never, 
never speak to you again." 
"But be reasonable, Myra," he implored. [ ... ] 
"I prefer not to be," said Mrs Viveash. 
[ ... ] 
"I'm waiting," said Mrs Viveash. "Patiently, however." 
Gumbril looked at her and found her smiling like a tragic 
mask. After all, he reflected, Emily would still be there if 
he went down to-morrow. It would be stupid to quarrel with 
Myra [Viveash] about something that was really, when he came 
to think of it, not of enormous importance. It was stupid to 
quarrel with anyone about anything; and with Myra and about 
this, particularly so. (AH: 152/3) 

In the end, Gurnbril sends Emily a telegram, informing her 

of a "slight accident" he had on his way to the station and 

that he would come by the same train the following day. This 

is not merely an instance of chameleon cowardice. Gurnbril' s 

decision to put off the meeting with Emily for the sake of Mrs 

Viveash (who is the epitome of failed hedonism of 

meaninglessness, boredom, and futility) amounts to postponing 

(and - as it later turns out - killing) the possibility of a 

different, "quiet" life. 
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To cut a long story short, Gumbril keeps Mrs Viveash 

company for the rest of the day: they lunch together; they 

spend some time at Mrs Viveash's; they go to a dance hall in 

the evening, see a cabaret show and meet Coleman with a 

drunken young man; after midnight they leave the cabaret and 

Gumbril invites them all to his secret rooms for a drink. 

All the time Gumbril's behaviour is strangely ambiguous. He 

does enjoy himself but at times his enjoyment assumes an 

almost hysterical quality. For example in the dance-hall 

scene, which is an obvious contrast to the Albert-Hall scene, 

his wild dancing and singing seems a little forced - as if he 

half-consciously tried to suppress a feeling of profound 

depression. 

Such a feeling, incidentally, would be perfectly 

appropriate, for the whole dance-hall scene is the embodiment 

of all that is wrong with Gumbril and other 'satyrs': both 

their past and future are "abolished", and there is just the 

present instant, the desire to be entertained, the 

undercurrent of boredom. As such, the dance-hall scene - this 

trotting around the hall to the tunes of the jazz band· - is 

the central scene of Ant i c Hay, and it does justice to the 

title "hay" of the novel. 

Dancing the "hay", Gumbril and Mrs Vi veash pass Piers 

Cotton, an acquaintance of theirs, but they only manage to 

exchange a few words with him before the dance carries them 

apart. They learn that Piers Cotton is writing a "brilliant, 

flashing book", flashing "like a smile of false teeth". This 

accidental and momentary meeting, seemingly an unimportant 

• compare the jazz band Gumbril talks about in his 'crystal quiet' 
confession, in Kew Gardens 
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episode, will take on significance with the last sentence of 

the novel. 

Gumbril himself has a good reason to be more depressed than 

others, for he does not fail to tell Mrs Viveash and Coleman 

all about Emily. He slightingly and cynically talks about 

their relationship ("what an episode in my memoires"), 

laughing with others at Emily's ingenuousness and at her 

wifely virginity. Gumbril does feel disgust at himself but he 

cannot make himself stop. He is, Huxley suggests, like a 

clown, doing his best and sacrificing all he can in order to 

please and entertain the present company. 

And Gumbril knows this. He knows he is like a sad clown, 

like the clown Grimaldi from the anecdote about a "doctor who 

advised the hypochondriacal patient who had come to consult 

him, to go and see Grimaldi, the clown; and the patient 

answered, "I am Grimaldi." 

"I am Grimaldi" (AR: 176) - that is what Gumbril says after 

he has finished his humorous account of the platonic night he 

spent with Emily in the secret rooms, and he gets a clown's 

applause for his performance: Mrs Viveash is mildly amused and 

Coleman is whooping "like a Redskin" . But the really 

appropriate reward is presented to the clown by the young 

drunk, who can no longer keep the emetic whisky down and 

fulfils his own "prophecy" that he is going to be sick. It is 

only then that the shocked and disgusted Gumbril learns the 

name of the young gentleman - his name is Porteous, and he is 

the son of Gumbril Sr's friend. 
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The Last Ride 

Not surprisingly, Gumbril must take the consequences of his 

decision to put off the meeting with Emi l y31. As she explains 

to him in a letter, his (strangely jocular) 'coming tomorrow' 

telegram with the message of his being "a little indisposed" 

after a "slight accident" he had - this telegram, I repeat, 

made her realize how "hopelessly impracticable" the happiness 

she had been imagining really was: 

I saw that you didn't, you couldn't love me in anything like 
the same way as I loved you. I was only a curious adventure, 
a new experience, a means to some other end. Mind, I'm not 
blaming you in the least. I'm only telling you what is true, 
what I gradually came to realize as true. If you'd come -
what then? I'd have given you everything, my body, my mind, 
my soul, my whole life. I'd have twisted myself into the 
threads of your life. And then, when in due course you 
wanted to make an end to this curious little adventure, you 
would have had to cut the tangle and it would have killed 
me; it would also have hurt you. At least I think it would. 
In the end, I thanked God for the accident which had 
prevented you coming. In this way, Providence lets us off 
very lightly - you with a bruise or to (for I do hope it 
[Gumbril's "slight accident"] really is nothing, my precious 
darling), and me with a bruise inside, round the heart. But 
both will get well quite soon. And all our lives, we shall 
have an afternoon under the trees, an evening of music and 
in the darkness, a night, an eternity of happiness, to look 
back on. (AH: 179) 

Gumbril, the clown, has already proved that Emily's opinion 

of himself is correct. He proves this once again when he 

rushes to Robertsbridge, hoping he might - after all - catch 

her at the cottage, but he lets himself be distracted on the 

train (AH: 184) and nearly goes past his stop: "Suddenly, he 

remembered Emily again; for a long time he had quite forgotten 

her" (AH: 185). He naturally finds the cottage empty, and -

Emily having left no address he is reduced to take the 

evening train back to London. 
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Gumbril visits Mrs Viveash the day after and, having 

(playfully) reproached her for having "wrecked [his] 

existence" by preventing him from going to see "the only 

person [he] ever really wanted to see in [his] life", he tells 

her about his plan to leave England the following day~. Before 

he leaves the country, though, he wants to give himself a 

"farewell banquet": He wants Mrs Viveash to go round with him 

before dinner and "collect a few friends. Then, in profoundest 

gloom, we'll eat and drink. And in the morning, unshaved, 

exhausted and filled with disgust, I shall take the train from 

Victoria, feeling thankful to get out of England" (AH: 217). 

Simple as it sounds, Gumbril and Mrs Viveash are unable to 

carry out the plan, for they are gradually and for various 

reasons let down by Lypiatt, Mercaptan, Coleman, and 

Shearwater. They are reduced to riding in a taxi the better 

part of the evening, back and forth, from one end of London to 

the other. This "Last Ride Together", as Mrs Viveash has 

called it, is a fitting expression of the way they live: the 

"ride" lacks both a particular destination and a particular 

direction, and in this sense it is meaningless. 

Neither Mrs Viveash nor Gumbril seem to mind, though. Mrs 

Viveash, in fact, enjoys the endless ride and every time they 

pass through Piccadilly Circus she leans out of the taxi and 

admires the "sky signs" flickering above the monument to the 

Earl of Shaftesbury. She adores the lights, she says. Gumbril, 

in contrast, finds them revolting: "These things are the 

epileptic symbol of all that's most bestial and idiotic in 

contemporary life. Look at those beastly things [ ... ] There 

flickers, there gibbers and twitches what? Restlessness, 

""His intention is to travel on business - to sell his "pneumatic trousers". 
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distraction, refusal to think, anything for an unquiet life ... " 

(AH: 221) . Talking about the artificial lights, Gumbril 

accurately sums up his own life - restlessness, distraction, 

refusal to think, anything for an unquiet life - is he aware 

of the parallel? 

Before they go to see Shearwater in his laboratory, Gumbril 

suggests calling on his father in order to get some food. 

Besides his dinner, Gumbril is also given a lesson of sorts: 

He asks his father to show his model of Wren's London to Mrs 

Viveash but learns that Gumbril Sr has sold it. Gumbril Jr is 

astonished, for he knows with what pride ( "more than 

parental") and affection his father regards the model. But he 

is even more astonished when he learns that his father sold 

the model in order to be able to help his poor friend 

Porteous, whose son (yes the young man who was sick in 

Gumbril's secret rooms) has gambled away a lot of borrowed 

money. A simple act of goodness like this makes Gumbril 

somewhat pensive and from then on he is unusually quiet. 

The last stop of the Last Ride (or rather the last stop 

recorded in the novel) is Shearwater' s laboratory f close to 

"Golgotta Hospital, Southwark". Gumbril and Mrs Viveash cannot 

talk to the scientist, who is just performing his "interesting 

experiment", but there is Lancing, Shearwater's "dog-faced" 

young assistant, and he shows the two around. 

In 'their' cages, the animals "devoted to the service of 

physiology" blink their eyes; there are guinea-pigs, rats, 

monkeys·; there are beetles with the replaced heads, darting 

uncertainly about. Whether Gumbril realizes the parallels 

·See page 37 where I enumerate Shearwater's pointless experiments on the 
animals 
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between himself and the puzzled animals and beetles· is not 

certain, but he might contemplate the possibility, looking out 

of a window at London by night, without speaking. 

The longest period of quiet within the Last Ride is in the 

end interrupted by Mrs Viveash, who suggests driving to 

Hampstead and "having a look" at Piers Cotton, the man they 

'met' in the dance hall two days before. Antic Hay ends 

with Mrs Viveash's suggestion, for it is unnecessary for 

Huxley to record Gumbril's response to it. Everyone knows what 

option - whether a quiet moment or a distraction - the unhappy 

and submissive clown will choose. 

¥The 'chameleon' cock with an engrafted ovary, who changes his (her?) 
'identity' in response to the company it is in (AB: 242), is particularly 
remarkable. 
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Those Barren Leaves 

Plot and Characters 

Wi th T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s Huxley goes back to the 

'house-party' novel, a form he already used in C r 0 m e 

Ye 1 low. Similarly to his debut and in contrast to Ant i c 

Hay, T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s conveys the author's ideas 

directly rather than indirectly, through conversation rather 

than through dramatization. 

Yet, in terms of structure, T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s is 

a more complicated novel than C r 0 m eYe 1 low. Probably the 

most striking device, interfering with the simple scheme of a 

conversation novel, is the use of a character's autobiography, 

the "fragments" of which are incorporated into the 'house

party' narrative. 

The autobiography is completely independent of the main 

narrative (i.e. its 'author', Francis Chelifer, 'does not 

know' about the existence of the main narrative), which 

means that - dealing to an extent with the same events as the 

non-autobiographical parts of the novel the autobiography 

offers a separate viewpoint, a very particular commentary on 

both the main-narrative events and (especially) the ideas of 

other characters. 

In terms of the ideas contained in T h 0 s e Barren 

Lea v e s, the autobiography has a crucial function, for its 

'author', Francis Chelifer, is - if not the wisest - probably 

the most knowledgeable character in the whole novel and his 

thoughts form an important contrast to the mystical finale of 

Those Barren Leaves 
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With his third novel Huxley comes closer to the form of an 

essay than he did in both his earlier novels. This is due to 

several factors: first, the essayistic division of the novel 

into thematic parts (the last part, to make matters obvious, 

is called "Conclusions"); second, the above-mentioned stress 

Huxley lays on the direct communication of ideas (rather than 

their dramatization); and third, the intellectual hierarchy 

among the characters, with the three 'top' characters each 

defending well-defined, definite, and clashing standpoints. 

Having said that T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s comes close to 

the form of an essay, I should answer the following question: 

What is the main theme, the main subject of the essay? 

General as it may sound at this stage, the subject is 

nothing less than the human condition: In his third novel, 

Huxley deals with the serious themes of ageing, death, and 

(the absence of) the meaning of life. 

As far as the characters in T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s are 

concerned they generally seem to be more likeable than the 

'satyrs' of An tic Hay. There is, though, strong continuity 

between the hero of Ant i c Hay, Theodore Gumbril, and three 

characters in Those Barren Leaves Miss Thriplow, 

Chelifer, and Calamy: Miss Thriplow has 'inherited' the 

Complete Man's 'chameleon' nature, and Chelifer seems to be 

the logical development of the worse self (i.e. the 'tired 

cynic') and Calamy of the 'better' self (i.e. the 'quiet 

mystic') of Gumbril. 

It is perhaps only exaggerating a little to consider all 

the characters in T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s as belonging to 

one of two principally different groups: The group of those 
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who have something to say, something of their • own , is 

represented by Chelifer, Mr Cardan, and Calamy; the group of 

those who have little of their own to say comprises all the 

rest. The role of the three 'thinkers' is to defend different 

perspectives in an attempt to answer the serious questions the 

novel asks. The role of the remaining characters (apart from 

their 'assistance' in the development of the plot, naturally), 

ranging from the weak-minded Miss Elver to the "brilliant" 

Miss Thriplow, is either to earn some laughs or to dramatize 

particular ideas, both these functions being fairly often 

brought into play simultaneously. 

In accordance with the purpose of my analysis, I am going 

to give my mind to the three 'thinkers' and the philosophical 

standpoints they defend, namely Chelifer' s 'existentialism', 

Mr Cardan's materialism, and Calamy's mysticism. Before I can 

do that, though, I must briefly introduce the (simple) plot of 

the novel and some of the remaining characters in order to 

create a background against which the analysis can be carried 

out. 

Those Barren Leaves differs from both C r 0 m e 

Yellow and Antic Hay in its setting: the 'story' is set 

in the "little town of Vezza", near Massa in Northern Italy, 

where Mrs Aldwinkle, a very rich Englishwoman, bought and 

"elected to come and live in" a huge house - a former summer 

palace of an Italian Prince. 

It is not apparent why the story should be set in Northern 

Italy rather than somewhere in the country in England, for 

• See Introduction (pages 2,3) where I discuss the "mouthpiece of ideas" 
role of Huxley's characters 
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example, except that, in a foreign country, there is a greater 

sense of isolation for Mrs Aldwinkle and her guests, who are 

all English32
: They are all, as it were, safely fenced in. 

In contrast to the two earlier novels, there is not just a 

single 'hero' in T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s . As I have already 

mentioned, it is as if Gumbril of Ant i c Hay split into two 

young men, Chelifer and Calamy, who represent the different 

sides of Gumbril's spiritual conflict: the 'worldly cynicism 

and the 'quiet mysticism'·. Yet, it is probably Calamy the 

mystic who gets more attention than Chelifer+, not in terms of 

the quantity of allocated space, though, but rather in terms 

of its 'quality': Calamy's arrival opens and his mystical 

thoughts close the novel. 

In fact, when Calamy comes into the picture, it is as if 

Gumbril reappeared from the business travels he planned 

towards the end of Ant i c Hay. Calamy, too, has been on 

travels, but - as a rich gentleman - he has been travelling 

"to improve his mind", not on business. A further link between 

himself and Gumbril (and also Denis) is provided by his 

telegram announcing his arrival, telegrams being a 'favourite' 

device of Huxley's heroes. 

In terms of character, Calamy is definitely an improvement 

on Gumbril. He needs no Complete-Man masks - he is naturally 

self-confident, handsome and successful with women. His main 

spiritual conflict, though, is similar to Gumbril's: Should he 

not devote more of his time - perhaps all his time - to more 

"serious" things than running after women? In other words, 

·Although Chelifer is by no means a 'satyr' of Mrs Viveash's sort. 
+ There is, in fact, a third hero in Those Barren Leaves: Mr Cardan. 
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should he not let the ~regular, habitual, daily part" of 

himself ~die" and ~begin living arduously in the quiet"·, begin 

living sub specie aeternitatis, so to speak? 

Francis Chelifer is not a 'regular' guest of Mrs 

Aldwinkle's. In fact, he would never have accepted an 

invitation from her if it had not been for the dramatic 

circumstances of his nearly getting drowned (TBL: 133-135). As 

he explains in the autobiographical fragments, he was so tired 

after the accident and happy to have survived that he hardly 

knew what he was doing when he said yes to the generous offer 

of Mrs Aldwinkle, who came along at the 'right' time (TBL: 

142). Chelifer later suffers the misfortune of being loved by 

• o!o his hostess, who is some fifteen years his senlor . 

Mrs Lilian Aldwinkle herself is long past her prime, but 

she still feels, or rather she thinks she feels, very 

"passionate" about a lot of things, especially art and love. 

She is unfortunately hopeless in both these fields and her 

enthusiasm is never justified. She is very loud, tasteless, 

and somewhat inconsiderate, but perhaps thanks to her 

hopelessness - she is not an altogether disagreeable figure. 

Next to the hostess I must shortly introduce Mr Cardan, at 

sixty-six the oldest of Mrs Aldwinkle's guests. Officially, he 

is an "old friend" of Lilian Aldwinkle's; less officially, he 

is her ex-lover. Except for Calamy and Chelifer, Tom Cardan is 

the only 'original' thinker in the novel his function in 

T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s is similar to that of Mr Scogan in 

C r 0 m eYe I low: essentially good-natured, he is also a kind 

• compare Gumbril's 'Kew Gardens' confession 
~Being loved without being in love themselves is, incidentally, something 
that happens to Huxley's heroes fairly often. 
Compare also (La Rochefoucauld: §328) 
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of debunker who likes to shock others, especially enthusiasts 

like Mrs Aldwinkle, by being astonishingly frank. 

As far as frankness is concerned, probably the most 

interesting character in T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s is Miss 

Mary Thriplow, a successful young writer of fiction. Similarly 

to Lypiatt of Ant i c Hay, but in a more complicated way than 

the bombastic poet, she likes to put on masks in order to 

impress other people. Her love affair with Calamy, for 

example, is one long chain OF her 'chameleon' transformations 

following on Calamy's different moods and caprices: Before she 

first met him Miss Thriplow thought Calamy would be impressed 

by an "unprej udiced", fashionable and daring sort of woman; 

after she realized her mistake she gradually transformed 

herself into a quiet and somewhat naive, simple, but "genuine" 

little thing; later she became a passionate lover, a tigress 

almost. Her last transformation recorded in the novel has to 

do with Calamy's mysticism - she, too, becomes something of a 

quiet thinker. 

The last three characters to be shortly introduced are Mrs 

Aldwinkle's niece Irene, young Lord Hovenden, and Mr Falx the 

politician. 

Irene, a naive girl of eighteen, loves and uncri tically 

admires her aunt Lilian and is always ready to stand up for 

the enthusiastic hostess. She, too, has a spiritual conflict 

of her own: Should she paint pictures and write poems? Or 

should she make "her own underclothing" (TBL: 53)? If it were 

not for Mrs Aldwinkle' s enthusiasm for the arts Irene would 

pass her days "in a placid contentment over the lacy 

intricacies of her undergarments". 'Thanks' to her aunt, 

though, she feels compelled to devote her energy to portraying 
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in watercolours and ~describing in rhyme the landscape and the 

flowers of the garden". 

Lord Hovenden, an ~inunensely rich" young man who has just 

"attained his majority", is in love with Irene, and he 

therefore somewhat resents the attention Mrs Aldwinkle gets 

from her niece. Rather surprisingly, Lord Hovenden prides 

himself on being ~an ardent Guild Socialist". As the 

omniscient Huxley explains, Hovenden's youthful enthusiasm is 

a mixture of "generous impulses,,33 and a "certain egotistical 

ambi tion to distinguish himself above his fellows". There are 

not too many rich young aristocrats that have passionate 

feelings about social injustice. 

Both last and least there is Mr Falx, a "Labour leader" and 

Hovenden's spiritual mentor. Al though he has the looks of a 

"minor prophet" (owing to his long and curly white hair, white 

beard, broad forehead, and "aquiline" nose he actually 

resembles Karl Marx) , his sole function in T h 0 s e Barren 

Lea v e s is to be ridiculed by Mr Cardan, either for his "zeal 

for the welfare of the working classes" or for his indignation 

at the "moral laxity" reigning at Mrs Aldwinkle's palace: 

Mr Falx went on, shaking his head: "There's a certain moral 
laxity, a certain self-indulgence .... I confess I don't like 
this way of life. I may be prejudiced; but I don't like it." 
"Everyone has his favourite vice," said Mr Cardan. "You 
forget, Mr Falx, that we probably don't like your way of 
life." 
"I protest," said Mr Falx hotly. "Is it possible to compare 
my way of life with the way of life in this house? Here am 
I, working incessantly for a noble cause, devoting myself to 
the public good ... " 
"still,!' said Mr Cardan, "they do say that there's nothing 
more intoxicating than talking to a crowd of people and 
moving them the way you want them to go; they do say, too, 
that it's piercingly delicious to listen to applause. And 
people who have tried both have told me that the joys of 
power are far preferable, if only because they are a good 
deal more enduring, to those one can derive from wine or 
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love. No, no, Mr Falx; if we chose to climb on to our high 
horses we should be as amply justified in disapproving of 
your laxity and self-indulgence as you are in disapproving 
of ours. [ ... ] Believe me, Mr Falx, we are no more 
reprehensible than the rest of you. Indeed, compared with 
some of your political friends, I feel I have a right to 
consider myself almost a saint." 
"Still," says Mr Falx, whose face, where it was not covered 
by his prophetical beard, had become very red with ill
suppressed indignation, "you won't persuade me out of my 
conviction that these are not the most healthy surroundings 
for a young fellow like Hovenden at the most impressionable 
period of his life. Be as paradoxical and ingenious as you 
like: you will not persuade me, I repeat." 
"No need to repeat, I assure you," said Mr Cardan, shaking 
his head. "Did you think I ever supposed I could persuade 
you? You don't imagine I'd waste my time trying to persuade 
a full-grown man with fixed opinions of the truth of 
something he doesn't already believe? If you were twelve 
years old, even if you were twenty, I might try. But at your 
age - no, no." 
"Then why do you argue, if you don't want to persuade?" 
asked Mr Falx. 
"For the sake of argument," Mr Cardan replied, "and because 
one must murder the time somehow." (AH: 162-164)"" 

As far as the simple plot of Those Barren Leaves is 

concerned, it is manifestly an instrument for the 

communication of ideas. I have already mentioned the 

essayistic division of the novel into the five "Parts": 

Part I, called "An Evening at Mrs Aldwinkle's", describes a 

single day at Mrs Aldwinkle's palace. The single day, 

beginning with Calamy's arrival, is enough for Huxley to 

create a proper essayistic introduction: All the main 

characters (with the exception of Francis Chelifer) are one 

after another introduced with all their peculiarities and 

intellectual propensities. Till the end of the novel they will 

not 'develop' in any way at all. 

""Not only is this 'conversation' a fine example of a comic dialogue at 
Huxley's best, it also illustrates Mr Cardan's 'Nietzschean' way of ad
hominem argumentation: He refuses to discuss a life "for a noble cause" as 
such, and he focuses on the 'real' psychological motives of a person making 
the 'noble' claim. 
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Part 11 contains the "Fragments from the Autobiography of 

Francis Chelifer". It is as if Part 11 were the beginning of a 

different novel, for there is at first no link between the 

first-person narration of the London intellectual and Mrs 

Aldwinkle's house party in Vezza; it is only towards the end 

of Part 11 that Chelifer describes how he became one of Mrs 

Aldwinkle's guests. I have already mentioned the importance of 

the character of Francis Chelifer, and I will soon go back to 

his thoughts recorded in the "Fragments". At this point, 

though, I would like to stress the fact that Chelifer is the 

only character (the only of the three 'thinkers') 34 in T h 0 s e 

Bar r e n Lea v e s who is allowed to express his ideas in a 

first-person narration, 

self-stylization. What 

that is to say in a sort of conscious 

he writes should therefore not be 

accepted at its face value. 

In Part Ill, called "The Loves of the Parallels", Huxley 

comes back to an earlier metaphor· in his treatment of the 

amorous relationships that develop among the house-party 

guests: Irene and Lord Hovenden, Mrs Aldwinkle and Chelifer, 

Calamy and Miss Thriplow, Mr Cardan and Miss Elver - these 

four pairs form four different versions of imperfect, 

'parallel' relationships. 

Part IV is called "The Journey" and it describes a trip to 

Rome of all but Calamy and Miss Thriplow, who stay behind. In 

the penultimate part of the novel the relationships between 

Irene and Hovenden, and Mrs Aldwinkle and Chelifer, develop in 

different ways, Miss Elver dies, and Mr Cardan, her 'fiance', 

is confronted with some basic existential questions. 

• see pages 28-30 where a discuss the views of Denis Stone 
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The last part, Part V, contains what its heading promises: 

~Conclusions". It is not, however, merely the 'story' that is 

'concluded' on the last pages of Those Barren Leaves; above 

all else, the heading applies to the 'conclusions' reached in 

the final discussion of the three 'thinkers' Mr Cardan, 

Calamy, and Chelifer35
• 

Chelifer the existentialist 

Historically speaking, Chelifer is decidedly the most 

significant figure of the three 'thinkers'. The reason is 

simple: Some of the things he writes about in his 

Autobiography will re-appear, in a virtually unchanged form, 

almost two decades later in a seminal essay that will earn its 

author an entry in philosophical textbooks. 

I have earlier described Chelifer as the logical 

development of Gumbril's 'worse self', that is to say, of the 

worldly-cynic aspect of the Complete Man's nature. What I had 

in mind, though, was not Chelifer's fascination with the world 

of easy pleasures, but rather his deliberate choice of the 

noisy everyday reality over whatever alternative there may be 

(a quiet, contemplative life, for example) . 

Gumbril knew, especially in the company of Emily, that the 

everyday life he led was stupid and meaningless, but he was 

instinctively attracted to it. Chelifer' s approach, in 

contrast, is much less personal: He is not disgusted at 

himself but at the ~real contemporary life" in general, at its 

~squalor", ~repulsiveness", and ~stupidity" (TBL: 86). 

In order to understand the character of Francis Chelifer it 

is important to realize that he is an exceptionally well-
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educated, disillusioned young man who has fought in the Great 

War: his unfavourable opinion of humanity is based on both 

learning and experience. 

Being fully aware of the "squalor" of the "real 

contemporary life", he considers it a matter of integrity that 

he should not try to "escape". That is why he declined his 

"old college's" offer of a fellowship at the end of the war 

(he thought the nature of the position "illusory") and chose 

to work as the editor of The Rabbit Fanciers' Gazette instead. 

Similarly, to keep himself "plunged" in the "heart of 

reali ty", he has so arranged his private life that he only 

spends his time with people he despises. The following passage 

from the Autobiography, characteristically ironical, 

illustrates Chelifer's (unsuccessful) efforts to avoid pastime 

escapism: 

On principle I desire to live brutishly like any other 
ordinary human being. The flesh is willing, but the spirit 
is weak. I confess I grow bored. I pine for amusements other 
than those legitimate distractions offered by the cinema and 
the Palais de Danse. I struggle, I try to resist the 
temptation; but in the end I succumb. I read a page of 
Wittgenstein, I play a little Bach; I write a poem, a few 
aphorisms, a fable, a fragment of autobiography. I write 
with care, earnestly, with passion even, just as if there 
were some point in what I were doing, just as if it were 
important for the world to know my thoughts, just as if I 
had a soul to save by giving expression to them. But I am 
well aware, of course, that all these delightful hypotheses 
are inadmissible. In reality I write as I do merely to kill 
time and amuse a mind that is still, in spite of all my 
efforts, a prey to intellectual self-indulgence. (TBL: 
78/79) 

Complete avoidance of escapism seems to be Chelifer's 

lifetime ambition. In his Autobiography he enumerates the 

various ways of "escape": escapes in space, in time, and into 

the ideal are all cowardly. An escape in space, Chelifer says, 
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is no real escape at all. "A man may live in Tibet or among 

the Andes; but he cannot therefore deny that London and Paris 

actually exist [ ... ] For the maj ori ty of contemporary human 

beings, London and Manchester are the rule. You may have fled 

to the eternal spring of Arequipa, but you are not living in 

what is, for the mass of human consciousness, reality" (TBL: 

85/86) . 

No more satisfactory is an escape in time, that is to say, 

living in the "radiant" future, living for the future. Even 

Chelifer once lived "in a state of permanent intoxication at 

the thought of what was to come, working happily for a 

gorgeous ideal of happiness." Yet, living for the future is, 

in point of fact, absurd, for: (1) there is no reason to 

suppose that there is going to be a future for human beings at 

all; (2) the ideal of happiness towards which humani ty is 

striving may turn out either to be "totally unrealizable" or, 

if realizable, "utterly repulsive"; (3 ) living for the future 

does not prevent the present from existing, it merely "blinds" 

one to the present. 

The last argument goes for an escape into the ideal (into 

"Platonic eternity") as well·. "An escape into mere fancy does 

not prevent facts from going on; it is a disregarding of the 

facts" (TBL: 86). 

But what precisely is so wrong with the "facts"? Why is 

Chelifer scornful of both "contemporary life" and humanity in 

general? His argument is, in fact, a witty and concise summary 

of a number of Nietzschean36 motifs 37
: Chelifer's starting point 

is the biological perspective he assumes. Seen from the 

viewpoint of a biologist, human virtues, such as kindliness, 

·Calamy's mysticism would belong to this category. 
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charity, and pity, are no 'human' virtues at all. The virtues, 

it is true, do exist, but there is no merit in having them, 

for they are merely particular expressions of "gregarious" 

instincts: "Is there any great reason to feel elated by the 

emergence of virtues in human society? We are not specially 

elated by the fact that men have livers and pancreases. 

Virtues are as natural to man as his digestive organs. [ ... J 

There is no reason to be particularly proud of qualities which 

we inherit from our animal forefathers and share with our 

household pets" (TBL: 87). 

What Chelifer misses in "contemporary society" are 

evidences 0 f human, not animal (i. e . ins tincti ve), virtues-

"the conscious rational virtues that ought to belong by 

definition to a being calling himself Homo Sapiens" - such as 

open-mindedness, absence of irrational prejudice, complete 

tolerance, and a "steady, reasonable pursuit of social goods". 

For to what, after all, are all this squalor, this confusion 
and ugliness due but to the lack of the human virtues? The 
fact is that - except for an occasional sport of Nature, 
born now here, now there, and always out of time - we 
sapient men have practically no human virtues at all. [ ... ] 
The jolly, optimistic fellows who assure us that humanity is 
all right, because mothers love their children, poor folk 
pity and help one another, and soldiers die for a flag, are 
comforting us on the grounds that we resemble the whales, 
the elephants, and the bees. [ ... J However grateful we may 
feel for the existence in civilized society of these homely 
jungle virtues, we cannot justifiably set them off against 
the horrors and sqalors of civilized life. The horrors and 
squalors arise from men's lack of reason from their 
failure to be completely and sapiently human. The jungle 
virtues are merely the obverse of this animalism, whose 
Heads is instinctive kindliness and whose Tails is stupidity 
and instinctive cruelty. (TBL: 87/88). 

These, then, are the "facts" according to Francis Chelifer: 

humanity is driven by animal instincts; reality is 

consequently full of squalor, confusion and ugliness; and 
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since this reality is all there is - that is to say there is 

no meaning outside this reality it is also profoundly 

meaningless. The right thing to do, for anyone who has fully 

realized the nature of the "facts", is to avoid escapism and 

accept reality as it is, with its squalor and meaninglessness. 

I make the above summary of Chelifer's views my excuse for 

bringing in at this point the name of the philosopher whose 

essay, dealing with similar themes as Chelifer's 

Autobiography, became famous during the Second World War. The 

name of the philosopher is Albert Camus, that of the essay, 

The Myth of Sisyphus. 

In the essay, Camus argues that, on reflection, human 

search for the meaning of life proves to be principally 

futile, that - should the reflection be strict enough to avoid 

a "leap to the meaning"~ - the individual existence proves to 

be meaningless and the world absurd. This consciousness of the 

"Absurd" is the product of the clash between a natural human 

tendency to look for (ultimate) truth and meaning on the one 

hand and the manifest absence of the object of this search on 

the other. 

The main question of The My t h 0 f S i s y ph u s is this: 

Does the consciousness of the Absurd, which initially comes to 

the individual as a great shock, "dictate" suicide? Camus' s 

negative answer, his triumphant "no", is based on his notion 

of the "Absurd Man" who, like Sisyphus, the tragic hero of a 

Greek myth, is fully and constantly aware of the absence of 

meaning and consciously lives the absurd life. It is only the 

~Camus discusses the 'leaps' of various philosophers, for example 
Kierkegaard, Husserl, and Heidegger. 
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Absurd Man who gives meaning to the meaningless world by 

fighting the Absurd, so to speak, by living a life that is 

(because of its acute consciousness of its own ultimate 

futility) tragic and therefore dignified38
• 

Chelifer, it seems obvious, sees himself (or rather 

presents himself in the Autobiography) as the Absurd Man. His 

life is driven by the opposition between cowardly escapism and 

heroic perseverance; like the Absurd Man, he 'fights' the 

Absurd by deliberate acceptance of the meaninglessness of (his 

own) existence: "Though fully aware of the nature of the 

reality by which I am surrounded, though deliberately keeping 

myself reminded of the complete imbecility of what I am doing, 

I yet remain heroically at my post. [ ... J All my life is one 

unceasing slide through nothingU39 (TBL: 97). 

Mr Cardan the materialist 

As a 'thinker', Mr Cardan is definitely closer to Francis 

Chelifer40 than to Calamy. In fact, his main contribution to 

T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s in terms of ideas can be viewed as 

a sort of completion of Chelifer's thoughts, for he brings in 

a materialist conception of themes like ageing, death, and the 

mind-body relationship. 

I have already shortly introduced Mr Cardan as an elderly 

debunker, a character not dissimilar to Mr Scogan of Crome 

Yellow. Moreover, he has a fine self-deprecatory sense of 

humor: "The complacent references to his own moral defects and 

weaknesses were frequent in Mr Cardan's conversation. To 

disarm criticism by himself forestalling it, to shock and 
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embarrass those susceptible of embarrassment, to air his own 

freedom from the common prejudices by lightly owning to 

defects which others would desire to conceal it was to 

achieve these ends that Mr Cardan so cheerfully gave himself 

away" (TBL: 32). 

A further similarity between Mr Scogan and Mr Cardan is 

their passion for conversation. Mr Cardan freely offers his 

opinions - to those who are interested in hearing them as well 

as to those who are not about such diverse topics as 

Etruscan inscriptions, the principal deficiencies of literary 

romanticism, or the historic role of flattery. His conunents 

are always learned, very often witty, and not seldom 

"blasphemous" (blasphemous, that is, as seen through the 

enthusiastic eyes of Mrs Aldwinkle) 41. 

Yet, in spite of Mr Cardan's apparent cheerfulness, there 

seems to be an undercurrent of discontent and fear in his 

loquaci ty. It is as if conversation were a sort of sedative 

for him, as if talking to other people helped him to suppress 

the disquieting thoughts about old age, sickness, and death. 

This becomes evident in the first scene in which Mr Cardan 

is seen alone, without company. He is on his way to a 

neighbouring village, where he hopes to find the owner of an 

old and possibly precious sculpture (his plan being to buy it 

cheap and sell it to some "rich snob" for a "fantastic 

prize"), and he gets lost at sunset, in the middle of nowhere. 

The prospect of a night spent in the "wilderness" somewhat 

startles him, and he suddenly finds himself contemplating 

rather disquieting "visions": 

He thought of arthritis, he thought of gout, of cataract, of 
deafness .... And in any case, how many years were left him? 
Ten, fifteen, twenty if he were exceptional. And what years, 
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what years! [ ... ] He wished to God he were back at the palace, 
wi th people round him to talk to. Alone, he was without 
defense. He tried to think of something lively and amusing 
[ ... ] But instead [ ... ] he found himself contemplating visions 
of disease, decrepitude, death. And it was the same when he 
tried to think of reasonable, serious things [ ... ] Mr Cardan 
couldn't keep his attention fixed on them. General paralysis 
of the insane, he reflected, was luckily an ailment for 
which he had not qualified in the past; luckily! 
miraculously, even! But stone, but neuritis, but fatty 
degeneration, but diabetes.... Lord, how he wished he had 
somebody to talk to! (TBL: 188) 

Mr Cardan's fear of old age, disease, and dying is in his 

mind associated with the fear of poverty. At present he is not 

particularly well-off; he is, in fact, a self-proclaimed 

"parasi te" of Mrs Aldwinkle' s and that is why he is ready to 

take relatively great pains if there is a prospect of earning 

some easy money. 

Although the hopes he pinned on the sculpture finally prove 

empty, there is a substitute. On the same evening he lost his 

way Mr Cardan meets Miss Elver, a weak-minded thirty-year-old 

Englishwoman, and her morose brother, who put him up for the 

night. It takes Mr Cardan some ingenuity and a lot of wine to 

prize out of the mistrustful Mr Elver what has made him and 

his sister stay in the deserted area in Northern Italy. The 

explanation is, Mr Cardan feels, "exceedingly villainous"; 

Mr Elver has brought his sister to the harsh area to get 

rid of her· for the simple reason that his sister, besides 

having the intelligence of a "child of ten", has a lot of 

money, specifically twenty-five thousand pounds, which she 

inheri ted from her godmother. The trouble is that Mr Elver 

cannot touch the money, for it is tied up until his sister 

marries (or dies) . 

+For the details of Mr Elver's 'murderous intentions' see TBL: 203/204 
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Having heard this story, Mr Cardan finds himself put in a 

bit of a dilemma: Should he or should he not 'save' the "poor 

girl" from her dangerous brother, marry her (for Miss Elver 

likes him a lot), and secure himself a dignified old age, for 

ever averting the "horrors of decrepitude in poverty"? In the 

end, after a full hour of calculation whether the money would 

be a sufficient compensation for the qualms his conscience 

might suffer in the future, Mr Cardan decides that he will do 

it. And he does; he safely brings Miss Elver to Mrs 

Aldwinkle's palace. 

At first sight, Mr Cardan's decision to marry a "harmless 

idiot" for the sake of money seems to be merely a sign of what 

kind of a selfish, immoral person he is. Yet, on second 

thoughts, his shocking decision possibly testifies more to his 

fear of sickness and death than to his ruthlessness. It is, Mr 

Cardan feels, as if Providence took pity on him and sent him a 

gift. The idea is rather seductive, for - symbolically enough 

- Miss Elver's first name is Grace. 

The novel does not say whether Mr Cardan ever realized the 

significance of his fiancee's name. Certain it is, though, 

that had Providence intended to do Mr Cardan a favour the idea 

could not have been to help him financially, but rather to 

give him a lesson on dying: Instead of the twenty-five 

thousand pounds, Mr Cardan is given the experience of 

witnessing Miss Elver's slow and painful death·. 

The experience leaves Mr Cardan wondering how he himself 

will die: "Slowly or suddenly? After long pain? Intelligent, 

still human? Or an idiot, a moaning animal? He would die poor, 

now, in any case. Friends would club together and send him a 

• after she has eaten some "putrid" fish (TBL: 267) 
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few pounds every now and then. Poor old Cardan, can't let him 

die in the workhouse. Must send him five pounds. What a bore! 

Extraordinary how he manages to last so long! But he was 

always a tough old devil. Poor old Cardan" (TBL: 283)! 

The thoughts about his own and Miss Elver's death lead Mr 

Cardan to the sad contemplation of human condition in general: 

[The dying Miss Elver] had been no more than a sick body, 
mindlessly crying and muttering. The tragedy of bodily 
suffering and extinction has no catharsis. Punctually it 
runs its dull, degrading course, act by act to the 
conclusion. It ennobles neither the sufferer nor the 
contemplator. Only the tragedy of the spirit can liberate 
and uplift. But the greatest tragedy of the spirit is that 
sooner or later it succumbs to the flesh. Sooner or later 
every soul is stifled by the sick body; sooner or later 
there are no more thoughts, but only pain and vomiting and 
stupor. The tragedies of the spirit are mere struttings and 
posturings on the margin of life, and the spirit itself is 
only an accidental exuberance, the product of spare vital 
energy, like the feathers on the head of a hoopoe or the 
innumerable populations of useless and foredoomed 
spermatozoa. The spirit has no significance; there is only 
the body. When it is young, the body is beautiful and 
strong. It grows old, its joints creak, it becomes dry and 
smelly; it breaks down, the life goes out of it and it rots 
away. However lovely the feathers on a bird's head, they 
perish with it; and the spirit, which is a lovelier ornament 
than any, perishes too. The farce is hideous, thought Mr 
Cardan, and in the worst of bad taste. (TBL: 281/282) 

At the depressing moment, Mr Cardan's reflection about the 

human situation becomes rather sad. This is, indeed, 

inevitable, given the fact that his starting point is, 

technically speaking, a strict materialism: "The spirit has no 

significance; there is only the body." 

Mr Cardan's most striking thought is probably the one about 

the 'uplifting power of the "tragedy of the spirit": The 

greatest tragedy of the spirit is that it finally "succumbs to 

the flesh", that is, it is finally "stifled by the sick body". 

But the tragedy of bodily suffering and extinction has no 
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"catharsis" , it is brutally meaningless. In other words, the 

uplifting power of the "tragedy of the spirit" is, in the last 

analysis, illusory. What remains is the brutal fact of 

suffering, dying, and meaninglessness. 

When I earlier suggested that Mr Cardan's intellectual 

, contribution' to T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s can be viewed as 

a completion of Chelifer's thoughts, it was his reflection 

about dying and the meaninglessness of death that I had in 

mind, a reflection missing in Chelifer's 'existential' 

analysis of "contemporary reality" . Moreover, a further 

similarity between Chelifer and Mr Cardan is a sense of 

indignation; it is as if both men felt betrayed and offended 

by the order of things. 

In the final section I introduce the last important 

character of T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s, Calamy, and his 

intellectual standpoint, opposing those of Mr Cardan and 

Chelifer. 

Calamy and the mystical conclusions 

Calamy's intellectual contribution to T h 0 s e Bar re n 

Lea v e s is essential, for his ideas offer a corrective to 

both Chelifer's cynicism and Mr Cardan's materialism. Yet, in 

spite of the fact that Calamy has the last word, it would be 

probably too hasty to interpret his mysticism as the last word 

of the whole novel. 

For a prominent character, Calamy's appearances seem rather 

monotonous, for they are all, without exception, in one way or 
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another connected with the 'Gumbrilian' spiritual conflict: 

Should he go on wasting his time in "futile social 

intercourse", or should he "change", do something "different" 

and "more important"? In contrast to Gumbril, Calamy finally 

decides to leave the "world of noise and bustle", and he plans 

(and hopes to be able) to live a "quiet", contemplative life. 

It is important to repeat what kind of person Calamy is. As 

he himself claims, he has tried everything "in ways of 

practical", active life: He has fought in the Great War (and 

he has killed, too); he has travelled widely; he has made love 

to lots of women. In all these activities he has been pretty 

successful, and moreover he is rich, handsome and (no 

wonder) self-confident. It is probably not a matter of chance 

that Huxley gives him all these wonderful qualities: Calamy 

must not be suspected that his final turn to the contemplative 

life is based on an inferiority complex. 

Calamy does not reach the solution to his spiritual 

conflict easily; at times it almost seems as if the solution 

were reached against his will. Right in the first evening of 

his stay at Mrs Aldwinkle's house, Calamy talks with Mr Cardan 

about his idea of a different, quiet life, but he admits there 

is a strange gap between the idea and the practice: 

"I don't like running after women, I don't like wasting my 
time in futile social intercourse, or in the pursuit of what 
is technically known as pleasure. And yet for some reason 
and quite against my will I find myself passing the greater 
part of my time immersed in precisely these occupations. 
It's an obscure kind of insanity." (TBL: 65) 

Step by step, Calamy comes to realize that the insistent 

idea of a different life, of his personal change, is much less 

an 'idea' than it is a necessity - "a necessity imposed on 
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him, not from without, but by what he knew to be the most 

intelligent part of his own being" (TBL: 227). Calamy's first 

reaction to this knowledge is a feeling of resentment. In a 

spirit of defiance he deliberately acts against the ~necessity 

of changing" - his whole love-affair with Mary Thriplow is, in 

fact, a single prolonged attempt to suppress his knowledge of 

the world of quiet, of the things that loom up ~enormously 

behind the distracting bustle of life, silently on the further 

side of the noise and chatter" (TBL: 169). 

It is evident that Calamy's conception of the world of 

quiet is virtually the same as that of Gumbril. There is the 

opposi tion between the noisy everyday and the quiet, 'deeper' 

reali ty, as well as the idea of a more or less conscious 

suppression of that reality. Yet, Calamy is much more 

articulate than the hero of Ant i c Hay. At one point (it is 

in a sort of private 'bedtime' lecture he gives for the 

benefit of Miss Thriplow) Calamy discusses the different 

"modes of existence a thing has", using the example of his own 

hand, which ~exists and is real" in a ~dozen parallel worlds": 

"It exists as electrical charges; as chemical molecules; as 
living cells; as part of a moral being, the instrument of 
good and evil; in the physical world and in mind. And from 
this one goes on to ask, inevitably, what relationship 
exists between these different modes of being. What is there 
in common between life and chemistry; between good and evil 
and electrical charges; between a collection of cells and 
the consciousness of a caress? It's there that the gulfs 
begin to open. For there isn't any connexion - that one can 
see, at any rate. Universe lies on the top of universe, 
layer after layer, distinct and separate ... " (TBL: 293) 

The layers, Calamy claims, are completely separate. What is 

true in one layer (the perspective of chemistry, for example) 

does not hold in another one (a biological perspective with 
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its category of purpose). Some of the theories, moreover, are 

inconsistent with each other, although they work within 'their 

own' ~parallel worlds". 

Calamy is left not merely with 

insecurity", but also with a hope that, 

~a strange sense of 

should he be able to 

go on thinking long enough and hard enough, he might in the 

end ~come through, get out on the other side of the obscurity" 

(TBL: 291). 

His hope lS reinforced by the one certainty he has, namely 

his idealistic conception of the mind-body relationship: ~You 

can't explain mind as mere life, as chemistry, as physics. [ ... ] 

Perhaps it's really [ ... ] all mind, all spirit. The rest is only 

apparent, an illusion. But one has no right to say so until 

one has thought a long time, in freedom" (TBL: 294). 

Calamy finally gets his chance of contemplation in freedom 

when he leaves Mrs Aldwinkle' s house for a cottage he has 

rented in the mountains. Al though on their return from Rome 

Mrs Aldwinkle and her party learn from the abandoned Miss 

Thriplow that Calamy wants to be left alone in his cottage to 

think, Mr Cardan cannot resist the temptation, and together 

with Chelifer they ~stride up" the road leading to the cottage 

and pay Calamy a visit. The conversation of the three men, the 

confrontation of the three different perspectives with each 

other, forms the conclusion of T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s 

As I suggested earlier, Mr Cardan's thoughts can be viewed 

as a completion of Chelifer' s existential analysis of 

~contemporary reality"; accordingly, the two men are in 

virtually no disagreement with one another throughout the 

whole novel. The principal conflict of opinions - a fact that 
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becomes apparent towards the end of T h 0 s e Bar re n Lea v e s 

develops (first) between Chelifer's cynicism and Calamy's 

mysticism, and (second) between Calamy's idealism and Mr 

Cardan's materialism. 

Seen through the eyes of Francis Chelifer, Calamy's 

decision to live the life of contemplation in solitude is a 

perfect example of cowardice and escapism. In fact, Calamy 

"escapes" in all the three categories Chelifer lists in his 

Autobiography: He escapes in space, for he now lives alone in 

the mountains; he escapes in time, for his hopes (of achieving 

union with the deeper reality) are orientated towards future; 

and he escapes into the ideal, too, into "mere fancy", which 

is "a disregarding of the facts" (that is, of the ultimate 

meaninglessness of life) . 

Seen through Calamy's eyes, Chelifer is a "sentimentalist 

inside out": Whereas the "ordinary" sentimentalist pretends 

that life is more "rosy" than it actually is, the reversed 

sentimentalist "gloats over its horrors" (TBL: 313). 

There is, naturally, little sense in answering questions 

like 'Who is right in his criticism and who is wrong 

Chelifer or Calamy?' Yet, it is possible to show that Huxley's 

view of Chelifer is more critical than his view of Calamy. It 

is as if he tacitly supported Calamy's criticism of Chelifer, 

as if he actually suggested that there are elements of 

insincerity, vanity and ignorance in the "Absurd Man's" 

intellectual standpoint. 

It is perhaps not without significance, to begin with, that 

Huxley makes Chelifer describe at some length (TBL: 136-142) 

the survivor's joy he felt after he nearly got drowned: 
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"si sente meglio?" asked the doctor. 
I opened my eyes. "Mi sento felice." He smiled at me. [ ... J 
"It's good not to be dead," he said. 
"It's very good." (TBL: 137) 

Yet, for a 'hard-boiled' existentialist of Chelifer's kind, 

is it such a great thing to be saved for a life in a reality 

that is full of squalor, ugliness, and meaninglessness? The 

great and sincere pleasure Chelifer takes in his survival 

somewhat undermines the pessimistic views of life he offers in 

his Autobiography. 

Second, there is Chelifer' s vanity. Now and then, in his 

Autobiography, he makes a complacent remark about his literary 

skills, his cUltivated taste, or ( indirectly) his 

extraordinary intelligence. He actually once refers to his own 

vanity when he interprets Miss Elver's death as an act 

Providence performed for his own sake 42
• This interpretation 

is, no doubt, ironical; yet, the reference to vanity forms the 

ending of the last fragment of the Autobiography recorded in 

Those Barren Leaves, and as such it takes on 

significance: Perhaps vanity is a necessary quality for anyone 

seeing himself as the "Absurd Man", that is to say, as a 

heroic figure fighting the meaninglessness of the order of 

things. 

Third and rather surprisingly (taking into account his 

intelligence), Cheli fer can be, strictly speaking, accused of 

ignorance: Shortly before Mr Cardan and Chelifer say good-bye 

to Calamy and leave him in his cottage they all see a small 

boy driving six goats into their stable for the night. "Dear 

me," says Chelifer, who has followed the movements of the 

animals with curiosity, "I believe those are the first goats I 
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have seen, or smelt, in the flesh since I took to writing 

about them in my paper. Most interesting. One tends to forget 

that the creatures really exist". When he later says that in 

three days he will be at his office again - "rabbits, goats, 

mice" experiencing "all the familiar horrors of reali ty" 

(TBL: 319), it is an obvious contradiction, for the horrors, 

exemplified by the six goats, are precisely what he is not 

"familiar" with. 

the It is possible to be theoretically disgusted at 

"horrors of reality", but really to experience them, 

'fully and constantly' aware of the distressing "facts" 

to be 

(the 

ultimate meaninglessness of human existence) is quite another 

matter. As the six goats seem to suggest, Chelifer' s disgust 

is merely theoretical; in a deep sense, he does not know what 

he is talking (and writing) about. 

Mr Cardan's disappointment of an ageing materialist, in 

contrast, is real enough, and Calamy's idealism does little to 

mi tigate it. The difference in age between the two men, in 

fact, forms a striking background to the intellectual debate 

on the mind-body relationship: Whereas Calamy may well say 

that, should he find out that the contemplative life is not 

his "path", he can always "turn back and try what can be done 

in the way of practical life" (TBL: 316), Mr Cardan has no 

such option. No wonder, then, that one of the first things the 

old man says to Calamy is this: "I envy you. God, what 

wouldn't I give to be your age? What wouldn't I give?" And he 

sadly shakes his head (TBL: 308). 

The starting point of the debate is Mr Cardan's materialist 

conception of the "brutal fact" of death: 
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"You can't get over the fact that, at the end of everything, 
the flesh gets hold of the spirit, and squeezes the life out 
of it, so that a man turns into something that's no better 
than a whining sick animal. And as the flesh sickens the 
spirit sickens, manifestly. Finally the flesh dies and 
putrefies; and the spirit presumably putrefies too. And 
there's an end of your omphaloskepsis, with all its by
products, God and justice and salvation and all the rest of 
them." (TBL: 308) 

At first and for the sake of argument, Calamy accepts Mr 

Cardan's materialist description of death as a good 

opportunity for talking about "this-worldly" salvation, 

sal va tion "here and now", in contrast to the 'next-worldly' 

salvation. The latter does not interest Calamy in the least -

whether there is a life to come or not, he says, is irrelevant 

to the "main issue", that is, to salvation in this life, the 

doctrine of which is taught by "the Indians" as well as "the 

founder of Christianity": "The kingdom of God is within you 

[ ... J. The conquest of that kingdom, now, in this life - that's 

your salvationist's ambition" (TBL: 309). 

Yet, this cannot set Mr Cardan's mind at ease, for he is 

talking about the "unhealthy years [ ... J when the soul's at the 

mercy of the body." Let it be granted, Mr Cardan says, that he 

has been living in a state of this-worldly salvation "for the 

last half-century": Does he have, for this reason, "any the 

less cause to be distressed by the prospect, in a few years' 

time, of becoming a senile imbecile, blind, deaf, toothless, 

witless, without interest in anything, partially paralysed 

[ ... J. When my soul is at the mercy of my slowly rotting body, 

what will be the use of salvation then" (TBL: 309/310)? 

Calamy attempts to question Mr Cardan's materialist 

conception of death (the soul is at the mercy of the "rotting 
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body") by means of a fairly radical idealism, at times Kantian 

("It's the human mind that has invented space, time and 

matter."), at times Berkeleyan ("Everything that seems real is 

in fact entirely illusory maya, in fact, the cosmic 

illusion.") in nature. 

The gist of Calamy's argument is the following: Since it is 

the human mind that has invented space, time and matter, 

"picking them out of reality in a quite arbitrary fashion", it 

is impossible to say that the mind (soul, spirit) is at the 

mercy of something (matter, the rotting body) it has invented. 

In other words, the spectacle of the suffering of a dying 

person is, strictly speaking, an illusion. There is a deeper 

reali ty, existing 'before' and beyond the abstraction of the 

human mind, and - should one "catch a glimpse" of that reality· 

- one might possibly change one's view of death: 

"Certainly, as things seem to happen, it's as if the body 

did get hold of the soul and kill it. But the real fact of the 

case may be entirely different. The body as we know it is an 

invention of the mind. What is the reality on which the 

abstracting, symbolizing mind does its work of abstraction and 

symbolism" (TBL: 311)? 

The final comment on the mind-body relationship and - in a 

way - the breaking point of the whole debate is Chelifer' s 

ironic answer to the radical idealism of Calamy: 

"It's a pity that the human mind didn't do its j ob of 
invention a little better while it was about it. We might, 
for example, have made our symbolic abstraction of reality 
in such a way that it would be unnecessary for a creative 
and possibly immortal soul to be troubled with the 
haemorrhoids." (TBL: 311). 

·Calamy's ambition is to achieve this through meditation, for which he 
begins to find a "certain aptitude" in himself. (TBL: 315) 
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Calamy does not feel offended. He laughs and - from that 

point on - the three men talk about other things: Calamy and 

Chelifer tease one another for being "sentimental"; Chelifer 

brings in the 'existential' opposition between cowardly 

escapism and heroic perseverance; Mr Cardan starts talking 

about humankind in general and about the merits of a return to 

the tribal state. In short, a lot of witty things are said, 

nothing is 'solved', no one changes his opinions. 

As I have mentioned above, it is Calamy who has the last 

word, justifying at length his decision to live a chaste life 

of contemplation in solitude while refusing several objections 

raised by Chelifer. Moreover, after the two visitors say good

bye and leave him, Huxley 'stays with' the amateur mystic: 

Calamy watched them go, watched them till they were out of 
sight round a bend in the road. A profound melancholy 
settled down upon him. with them, he felt, had gone all his 
old, familiar life. He was left quite alone with something 
new and strange. What was to come of this parting? 
Or perhaps, he reflected, nothing would come of it. Perhaps 
he had been a fool. 
The cottage was in the shadow now. Looking up the slope he 
could see a clump of trees still glittering as though 
prepared for a festival above the rising flood of darkness. 
And at the head of the valley, like an immense precious 
stone, glowing with its own inward fire, the limestone crags 
reached up through the clouds into the pale sky. Perhaps he 
had been a fool, thought Calamy. But looking at that shining 
peak, he was somehow reassured. 

These are the last words of the novel. still, if I were 

pressed to name the character in T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s 

who 'really' has the last word, I would choose neither the 

hopeful idealist, nor the 'hard-boiled' existentialist: I 

would vote for Mr Cardan, the old man who does not have 

Calamy's time for mystical experiments, and whose experience 
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of despair is much more real than the organized disgust of 

Chelifer. Yet, I hesitate to call Mr Cardan a 'tragic' hero of 

the novel, for he himself knows best that "the tragedy of 

bodily suffering and extinction has no catharsis". 
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Conclusions 

The aim of my analysis was to interpret C r 0 me 

Ant i c Hay and T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s as 

Yellow, 

"novels of 

ideas" (or 'essayistic novels'), that is to say, as novels 

whose main ambition is to communicate g e n era 1 ideas. In 

these novels, as I explained in the introduction, all the 

other elements of the traditional narrative, especially the 

plot and the characters, play the subservient role of mere 

carriers for the cargo of ideas, a fact that any interpreter 

should take into account before condemning the characters as 

one-dimensional and the plot as trivial. 

When I tried to explain why I chose the very three novels 

for my analysis, one of my reasons was the assumption that it 

is possible to view C r 0 m eYe 11 0 w, Ant i c Hay and 

Those Barren Leaves as a trilogy of sorts, for it 

seemed to me (and not only to me) that - in all of them -

Huxley dealt with similar themes in a similar way. I would now 

like to take a step back, so to speak, and look at the three 

novels simultaneously: What precisely are the links between 

them, both in terms of form and themes? 

As far as form is concerned, both C r 0 m eYe 1 low and 

Those Barren Leaves are principally conversation 

novels, although there are some devices (various notebooks, 

Henry Wimbush's History of Crome, Chelifer's autobiographical 

fragments) interfering with the simple scheme of the genre. As 

a consequence these two novels communicate ideas more often 

directly than indirectly, through what the characters say (and 

write) rather than through what they do. In this respect, the 
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most important characters· providing definite and clear ideas 

are Denis stone and Mr Scogan of C r 0 m eYe 1 low, and the 

three 'thinkers' - Chelifer, Mr Cardan and Calamy - of T h 0 s e 

Barren Leaves 

Ant i c Hay, in contrast, represents a different aspect 

of the novel of ideas, for there is only one character in it, 

Gurnbril Jr, that could be said (and that with reservations) to 

function as a kind of 'thinker'. In his second novel, Huxley 

communicates ideas mostly in the indirect way: The ideas are 

demonstrated (dramatized) and the characters (I discussed the 

scientist Shearwater and the 'artist' Lypiatt, for example) 

function as guinea pigs, so to speak. 

In terms of themes, there is an obvious continuity between 

the individual protagonists and their concerns; in a way, each 

subsequent 'hero ' solves a difficulty he has 'inherited' and 

poses a new one: 

Denis Stone of C r 0 m eYe 1 low suffers from his excessive 

shyness and the inability to function in the "real" world of 

"human contacts" (as opposed to the "better" world of art and 

philosophy) . 

Gurnbril of An tic Hay is less shy (although he, too, is 

essentially "mild and melancholy") and more experienced in 

social relationships, but he is so fascinated by the noisy 

world of "human contacts" that he stifles the warning voices 

within himself and destroys his chance (represented by Emily) 

of living a 'better', quiet life. 

·Philip Qarles, a character from Point Counter Point, would call them 
"mouthpieces" of ideas - see page 2 of the Introduction. 
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Chelifer and Calamy of T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s each 

'develop' a different side of Gumbril's personality, Chelifer 

choosing the 'heroic' life in the (disgusting) "contemporary 

reali ty", and Calamy the life of mystical contemplation. The 

unresolved conflict between the two perspectives then forms 

the finale of T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s . 

In all the three novels, as it 

judges) the (slightly) different 

seems, Huxley tests 

attitudes of the 

(and 

main 

characters to the everyday world of "human contacts": At the 

beginning there is Denis stone's inability to function in that 

world and his subsequent 'despair', and at the end there is 

Calamy's mastery in "social relationships" and his subsequent 

boredom. The two latter novels - and especially Ant i c Hay, 

which is packed with the images of futility, boredom and 

irresponsibility - unfavourably contrast this social world of 

"noise and bustle" with its alternative of a "quiet", 

contemplative life. 

Besides the spiritual concerns of the main characters, 

there are naturally further thematic links between the three 

novels. They all contain the discussion (or 'dramatization') 

of various aspects of art and faith, for example, as well as 

the image of a mask, representing the dualism of the public 

sphere and the private, of the pretended and the 'real'. As a 

general tendency common to all the novels, moreover, there is 

the (almost) Nietzschean analysis of the characters' 

motivation. In fact, virtually all the characters, both 

principal and minor, are in one way or another connected with 

a Nietzschean (or La Rochefoucauldian) motif, be it Mr 

Bodiham, the angry priest of C r 0 m eYe 11 0 w, or Gumbril' s 

"Complete Man". 
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Generally speaking, these are the formal and the main 

thematic links between C r 0 m eYe 1 low, Ant i c Hay and 

T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s. In away, no doubt, the three 

novels can be viewed as a trilogy. In that case, though, Mr 

Cardan of T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s should be elected the 

ultimate hero of that trilogy, for when all is said and done 

(and in the novels a tremendous lot is said and embarrassingly 

little is done), his fear of dying is an appropriate coda to 

the spiritual concerns of the young protagonists. 
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Shrnuti 

Diplomova prace si jako cil klade interpretaci prvnich tri 

romanu Aldouse Huxleyho - rom{mu C r 0 m eYe 1 low, Ant i c 

Hay a Those Barren Leaves jakozto tzv. romanu 

ideji, cili literarnich utvaru pohybujicich se na pomezi zanru 

romanu a filozofickeho eseje. 

Po uvodu, j enz zmifiuj e hlavni rysy huxleyovskeho romanu 

idej i a obhaj uj e volbu tri zminEmych del za predmet analyzy, 

nasleduje myslenkovy rozbor jednotlivych romanu, a to vzdy ve 

trech krocich: Nejprve jsou - jako podklad pro vlastni analyzu 

- strucne predstaveny hlavni postavy, prostredi a pribeh (je

li j aky) i nasleduj e pokus 0 vystizeni obecnych myslenkovych 

moti vu, charakteristickych pro ten ktery roman, tj. snaha 0 

nalezeni urciteho radu ve zdanlive nesouvisejici mnozine 

myslenkovych projevu; nakonec se pozornost presouva na hlavni 

postavu (postavy) a jeji (jejich) "konflikt". 

Uvod 

Huxleyovsky roman idej i se predevsim vyznacuj e naprostYm 

podrizenim vsech svych slozek myslenkovemu obsahu, j enz j e 

tvoren jednak nazorovYmi strety, jednak myslenkovou 

"dramatizaci" (viz dale) . Tento vztah podrizenosti se 

proj evuj e: 1) j ednoduchosti (az absenci) romanoveho pribehui 

2) (zdanli vou) nepri tomnosti urci teho celkoveho "sdeleni", do 

ktereho by j ednotli ve nazorove strety ustily; 3) 

jednorozmernosti romanovych 

vycerpavaji sVYmi myslenkami 

zastupuj i. Huxleyho nezaj ima 

emocionalni dopad prozitku na 
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ci "svetonazorem", ktery 

prozitek sam, pripadne 

romanovou postavu, nybrz to, 



k cemu tento prozi tek odkazuj e, tj. k urci te 0 be c n e myslence 

(napriklad k psychologickemu postrehu) sob e c no u platnosti. 

Hlavni funkce romAnov~ch postav je "projevit~ myslenku, a 

to bud' primo (autorsky) nebo neprimo (postava se stAvA 

prikladem), popripade v kombinaci obojiho. 

Zpusob prim~ vede k tomu, ze v romAnu idej i se predevsim 

vyskytuji postavy, ktere "maji co rict", tj. postavy mimorAdne 

inteligentni, s dostatkem casu i chuti venovat se 

intelektuAlnim diskusim: umelci, vedci, spisovatele. 

Zpusob neprim~, tj. myslenkovou "dramatizaci~, lze 

priblizit na prikladu Bernarda Marxe, hlavni postavy Huxleyho 

nej znAmej siho romAnu Bra v e New Wo r 1 d. Bernard Marx j e 

v zAsade postava "prAzdnA ~, kterA funguj e pouze j ako nosi tel 

obecne platn~ch psychologick~ch postrehu (priklad osobni 

revol ty proti poli tickemu systemu), a potazmo i j ako urci t~ 

ironick~ komentAr k marxismu-leninismu (nebot v romAnu mA sve 

misto i Bernardova "pritelkyne" Lenina). Vsechny jeho prozitky 

a citovA hnuti slouzi pouze jako prostredek k auto rove 

explikaci konkretnich, obecne platn~ch (tj. ve vztahu 

k romAnove postave nikoli jedinecn~ch) myslenek. 

LiterArni kritika, prestoze v souvislosti s Huxleyho 

tvorbou bezne uzivA pojem "romAn ideji", neni jednotnA v tom, 

kterA konkretni dila povazovat za "romAny ideji~ v pravem 

smyslu slova. Autor diplomove prAce dAvA za pravdu tem 

nAzorum, ktere povazuj i za "skutecne" romAny idej i dila ranA, 

napsanA ve dvacAt~ch letech dvacAteho stoleti. RomAny pozdejsi 

(predevsim ty, ktere nAsleduj i Bra v e New Wo r 1 d ) 

postrAdaji urcitou "vyvAzenost~ a "demokraticnost", jelikoz 
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zcela zfejme prosazuj i 

mysticismus) . 

autoruv "svetonazor" (pacifismus, 

Romany C r 0 m eYe 1 low, Ant i c Hay a T h 0 s e Bar r e n 

Lea v e s vykazuj i myslenkovou spfiznenost j ednak s vybranYrui 

nietzscheovskymi motivy, jednak s nazory francouzskeho 

moralisty Franeoise de la Roehefoucauld. Pote co je strucne 

pfedstaven (a dolozen) Huxleyho vztah k obema mysli telum, j e 

jako vedlejsi eil diplomove praee stanoven zamer sledovat 

tento inspiracnih zdroj. 

pro 

Crome Yellow 

nej plati prvni 

Crome Yellow 

pfibeh a Postavy 

je ciste konverzacni roman, a bez vyhrad 

aspekt romanu ideji, totiz absence 

pfibehu: Denis stone, tfiadvacetilety basnik a "hrdina" romanu 

v jedne osobe, je letnim hostem ve venkovskem sidle (Crome) 

aristokratieke rodiny Henryho Wimbushe, zamiluj e se do netefe 

pana domu Anny a pokousi se j i pro sebe ziskat, neuspej e, a 

pfedcasne odjizdi. Tot vse. Krome milostnych aktivit jsou 

takfka vseehny romanove postavy pIne zamestnany konzumaci 

jidel a napoju, ctenim, taneovanim a - pfedevsim - hovorem. 

Henry Wimbush je excentricky slechtic-introvert, ktery 

vasnive studuje historii svych pfedku i sidla Crome. Sve 

poznatky sepsal v dile "Dejiny Cromeskeho sidla", z nehoz tu a 

tam pfedcita svYru hostum. Pfedcitane kapitoly z Henryho Dejin 

maji zasadni vyznam pro myslenkovy rozbor romanu. Nemene 

dulezi ta postava j e Henryho pfi tel z mladi Scogan - vasni vy 

diskuter a (soude podle jeho nazoru) znalec Nietzscheho. 
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DenisovYm sokem v lasce je tficetilety malif Gombauld 

pohledny, vitalni a (na rozdil od Denise) sebevedomy. Skupinu 

stalych hostu uzaviraji dve mlade zeny: nedoslychava Jenny, 

j ej iz tajny zapisnik v zaveru otfese DenisovYm (uz tak dost 

posramocenYm) sebevedomim, a naivni, tfiadvacetileta Mary, 

jednoznacne nejkomictejsi postava romanu. 

Vznesene a nizke: tfi pfiklady 

Jakkoli se mohou myslenky, vyjadfene a zdramatizovane 

v romanu C r 0 me Y ell 0 W , na prvni pohled j evi t j ako 

v podstate nahodne a na sobe nezavisle, ukazuj e se, ze mezi 

nimi existuje pojitko, urcity spolecny rys, totiz napeti mezi 

"vznesenYm" a "nizkYm". Toto napeti je ilustrovano tfemi 

pfiklady: 

1) Mary ha1i svou pudovost a pfirozenou zvedavost (tj. 

podle Mary "nizke") do plastiku takfka vedeckeho, 

obj ekti vniho zajmu: V rozhovoru s Annou, ktery paroduj e 

s6kra tovsky dialog, "logicky" doj de k tomu, ze j e (obj ekti vne 

vzato) tfeba, zbavi t se panenstvi. Partnera (zprvu vaha mezi 

Denisem a Gombauldem) si Mary hodla vybrat az po zralem a 

objektivnim uvazeni "zasluh" obou adeptu. 

2) Jak vysvetluje Henry Wimbush, velkolepa architektura 

Cromeskeho sidla ma kuri6zni puvod: Sira Ferdinanda, ktery 

nechal sidlo na konci sestnacteho stoleti postavit, totiz 

drazdilo pomysleni, ze pfi vykonavani potfeby clovek snadno 

zapomene na svou jedinecnost nejvznesenejsi bytosti mezi vsemi 

stvofenYmi j soucny, a tak (v urci te protiakci) nakazal pro 

pfislusne mistnosti vystavet tfi vysoke veze, tak aby byla 

toaleta co nejblize nebi, vybavena antickou knihovnou a okny 

s nadhernYm rozhledem. 
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3) Jeden z pribehu, ktere hostum predci ta Henry ze svych 

Dej in, vypravi 0 tom, j ak Henryho dedecek George ziskal za 

manzelku Georgianu Lapithovou. George od zacatku zneklidnovalo 

nechutenstvi krasne Georgiany a j ej ich dvou sester. Jak mu 

vysvetlily, jidlem pohrdaji, protoze neni dostatecne 

"spiri tualni" - pri j idle clovek nemuze premyslet 0 sve dusi. 

George vsak diky sfastne nahode zjisti, ze sestry maji tajnou 

mistnost na vrcholu jedne z vezi, kam si vzdy pred spolecnou 

hostinou nech§vaji nosit jidlo, aby mohly na verejnosti 

"spiritualne" hladovet. Georgiana radeji svoli ke snatku 

s Georgem, nez by se nechala verejne zostudit. 

Vsechny tri priklady, vpravde nietzscheovsky, dokladaji 

lidskou snahu maskovat svou (zivocisnou) prirozenost cimsi 

vyssim, vznesenejsim. V podobnem (nietzscheovskem) duchu se 

nesou i nazory ("primy" zpusob projevu myslenky) Henryho 

pritele Scogana; jeho vyklady 0 soucitu, moralce a vuli k moci 

parafrazuji, v leckdy komicke podobe, nazory nemeckeho 

filozofa. 

Denis 

Denis j e mladik-intelektual trpici nesmelosti a 

neschopnosti umne se pohybovat ve "skutecnem svete 

mezilidskych kontaktu". Napeti mezi jeho laskou ke svetu 

idealnimu (svetu umeni, filozofie a literatury) a jeho obavami 

z "komplikovaneho" sveta "sku tecneho" (sveta mezilidskeho 

stretavani" je ilustrovano nekolika priklady, jez vsechny 

vedou k hrdinove poznani, ze komplikovany "zi ty" svet j e od 

dokonaleho sveta UIDeni a mysleni jakoby oddelen barierou. 

Pres svou irelevanci a neadekvatnost ma na Denise svet 

"idealni" leci ve, tisi ve ucinky f j ak doklada priklad s basni, 
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kterou, nemoha spat, zoufaly 

skomponuje, a vzapeti spokojene 

rozpoltil na osobu trpici ve 

(basnika), ktera toto utrpeni 

a zarli vy Denis lopotne 

usina. Jako by se Denis 

"skute~n~m~ svete a osobu 

nezaujate (ba s ur~ity-m 

potesenim) sleduje a komentuje. 

Nesmely Denis je nakonec ironickou shodou okolnosti donucen 

"jednat~: Necha si od Mary poradit (respektive se necha 

donutit), a sam sobe posle telegram, ktery ho "v neodkladne 

zalezitosti" odvolava zpet do LondYna. Pfestoze by nakonec rad 

zustal, poslechne pfisny pohled Mary, a neochotne odjizdi. 

Antic Hay 

pfibeh a Postavy 

Ant i c Hay se od zbyvaj icich dvou romanu lisi tiro, ze 

v nem vyrazne pfevlada myslenkova dramatizace nad pfimy-m 

myslenkovy-m projevem v nazorovych stfetech. Jediny-m 

"filozofem" (a to jeste diskutabilnim) je Gumbril mladsi, 

jehoz milostna a intelektualni "dobrodruzstvi~ tvofi osu 

romanu. Dej tykajici se kratkeho useku zivota nekolika mladych 

lidi, inteligentnich a relativne majetnych, se odehrava 

v povale~nem Londyne rane-dvacatych let dvacat~ho stoleti. 

Druha odlisnost romanu spo~iva v tom, ze je psan ve vyrazne 

kritick~m, az odsuzujicim t6nu, a pro ~tenafe je tudiz 

obtizne, 

postavy, 

s nekterou ze "satyrskych" postav sympatizovat. Tyto 

pfedcasne zestarle zkusenosti Prvni svetove valky, 

zij i pouze pfi tomny-m okamzikem, a j sou vetsinou nezodpovedne, 

znuden~ a bezcitne. Ur~ity kontrast k nim tvofi jednak 

Gumbriluv otec, architekt Gumbril starsi, jednak Emily, mlada 

zena, ktera Gumbrila-cynika nakratko promeni v romantickeho 

mystika. 
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Tri priklady: veda, vira, umeni 

1) V Ant i c Hay se, u Huxleyho poprve, obj evuj e postava 

roztrziteho vedce, nepraktickeho v kazdodennim zivote, 

neschopneho fungovat v mezilidskych vztazich. Shearwater je 

fyziolog detailne zkoumaj ici fungovani ledvin, experimentalni 

vedec praktikujici vivisekci. Jeho postava je v romanu spojena 

s nezodpovednosti (bezohlednosti) , bezcilnosti a slepotou 

(experimentalni) vedy vuci veskere nevedecke zkusenosti: 

Shearwater, v zasade mirny a sympaticky clovek, j e nevsimavy 

k utrpeni druhych lidi; v zajmu vedecke Pravdy nevaha tyrat 

pokusna zvirata, pricemz mnoho pokusu je napadne nesmyslnych; 

a - do tretice - po letech nevsimavosti ke vsemu kolem sebe 

krome sve vedecke cinnosti, ztraci sympatie a uctu sve 

manzelky, a sam se bezhlave (a nestastne) zamiluje do Myry 

Viveashove, zeny-vampa, coz mu bere veskery jeho drivejsi 

klid. Bezohlednost, bezcilnost, slepota tolik Huxleyho 

komentar ke stavu (soudobe) experimentalni vedy. 

2)Reprezentantem pokroucene podoby viry je mezi ostatnimi 

bezverci Coleman, velice vtipny, bystry, a prece "zvraceny" 

mlady muz, satanista amater, j ehoz zvlastni poteseni spoci va 

v rouhani a (prevazne verbalnim) hrichu vseho druhu. Coleman 

je "krestan naruby": Veri proto, aby si ozvlastnil (a naplnil 

vyznamem) zi vot vezdej si. Existuj i duvody, proc pochybovat 0 

j eho dusevnim zdravi (j eho diva gestikulace, neprirozene 

chovani). Ostatnim romanovYm postavam je (tradicni krestanska) 

vira Ihostejna. 

3) 

Lypiatt, 

skladatel 

Pokrouceny vztah k umeni nej vyraznej i predstavuj e 

nevalny malir, "bombasticky" basnik a podprumerny 

"moderni" hudby v j edne osobe. Neuspesny (a 

Lypiatt sam sebe vidi a prezentuje jako zivorici) 
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nepochopeneho ti tana, hrdinu prekonavaj iciho neprizen doby i 

tupeho davu. Vlastni predmet Lypiattova zajmu neni umelecka 

tvorba, nybrz on sam, respektive to, jak pusobi na sve okoli. 

Jeho sebestylizace "rozervaneho" Umelce je jedna z rady masek, 

ktere si v prubehu romanu jednotlive postavy nasazuji. 

Gumbril 

Gumbril, nehrdinsky hrdina romanu, ma - podobne jako Denis 

z C r 0 m eYe 1 low - "mirnou a melancholickou" povahu, nebo 

si tak alespon vyklada sve slabosstvi, tj. naprostou neochotu 

podstoupit spor s kYmkoli 0 cokoli. Jeho chovani je v dusledku 

toho charakteristicke urci tou "chameleonskou" promenli vosti a 

poddajnosti. 

Proti teto poddajnosti se Gumbril rozhodne bojovat tim, ze 

si (cas od casu) navleka masku "Dokonaleho Muze": skryt za 

falesnYm plnovousem, schovan v dlouhem plasti s vycpanYmi 

rameny, promenuje se mirny Gumbril v muze zovialniho, 

sebevedomeho, az autoritativniho. V tomto prevleku slavi 

nejeden milostny a ekonomicky uspech. 

K tomu, aby se zrekl prevleku "Dokonaleho Muze", teto 

pohodlne pretvarky, Gumbrila (neprimo) primeje az Emily, divka 

ve vsech smerech , .. " "neVlnna , a "opravdova" dokonaly 

opak ostatnich satyrskych postav. Emily v romanu funguje jako 

metafora, jako Gumbrilova prilezitost uniknout bezcilnemu 

zi votu beze smysl u. v j ej i spolecnosti Gumbril "snima" svou 

masku suverena, j e vazny, hovori 0 zasadnich vecech, dokonce 

se v urcitem smyslu kaje. 

Pravdepodobne nejdulezitejsi okamzik Gumbrilovy sebereflexe 

nastava pri spolecne prochazce v Zahradach v Kew, kdy se 

Gumbril prekvapive projevi jako prisne sebekriticky mystik: 
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metaforicky hovofi 0 "tich~m krystaIu~ uvnitf EIov~ka a 0 

obecn~-lidsk~ snaze (vice Ei m~n~ v~dom~) zakryt, potlaEit 

toto jadro, tuto hIubsi reaIitu, a to sice "rozptylenim se~ 

v kazdodennosti, ve snaze bavit se, usp~t, pfekfiEet druheho. 

GumbriIovo poznani bohuzel neni dost siIn~ na to, aby 

(v rozhodujicim okamziku) dokazal dat pfednost EmiIy pfed 

Myrou Viveashovou (ktera zt~lesnuje znud~ny hedonismus), a tak 

konEi ve viru "antick~ho reje~, ve spoleEnosti ostatnich 

satyrskych postav. 

Those Barren Leaves 

Pfib~h a Postavy 

Oproti pfedchozimu romanu stavi T h 0 s e Bar r en Lea v e s 

mnohem vic na pfim~m proj evu mysIenek nez na j ej ich 

dramatizaci, tj. hIavnim zdrojem mysIenek jsou nazorov~ stfety 

(konverzace) hIavnich postav. Jednoduch~ sch~ma konverzaEniho 

romanu je pfitom naruseno ruznYmi pisemnYmi zaznamy denikov~ho 

typu, z nichz nejvyznamnejsi jsou "Vynatky z autobiografie 

Francise CheIifera" (jedn~ ze tfi hIavnich postav), tvofici 

samostatnou kapitolu ("Cast~) 

Samotn~ rozdeleni romanu do peti tematickych Casti, kter~ 

jako by kopirovalo tematick~ rozd~leni fiIozofick~ho pojednani 

(livod rozbor tematu z ruznych lihIu pohledu zav~r), 

pfipomina, ze T h 0 s e Barren Lea v esse ze vsech tfi 

romanu nejvice bIizi zanru eseje. Tomu napovida i urEita 

inteIektuaIni hierarchie existujici mezi romanovYmi postavami, 

na jejimz vrcholu se nachazi hned tfi "fiIozofov~": 

existenciaIista, materiaIista a mystik. 

D~j romanu - tentokrat ne lipIne prost dramatickych situaci 

se odehrava v (pod)horsk~ oblasti severozapadni Italie 
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nedaleko TyrhE'mskeho more, kde si - stranou mensiho mesta -

Lilian Aldwinklova, velice bohata Anglicanka ve strednim veku, 

zakoupila venkovske sidlo, ci spise kni zeci palac. Do nej si 

sezvala skupinu (anglickych) hostu, j ej ichz milostna a 

intelektualni stretavani (hostitelku samu nevyjimaje) skladaji 

"pribeh" romanu. 

Tri perspektivy: existencialismus, materialismus, mystika 

1) Francis Chelifer j e, historicky vzato, nejvyznamnej si 

"filozoficka" postava romanu, pravdepodobne (v tomto ohledu) 

nejvyznamnej si Huxleyho postava vubec, a to z toho duvodu, ze 

jeho nazory predjimaji slavny "sebevrazedny" esej Alberta 

Camuse: Mytus 0 Sisyfovi (1942). 

Svet se ma, podle Chelifera, nasledovne: Lide jsou (az na 

vyjimky) pIne ovladani svou pudovosti (i tzv. moralni ctnosti 

typu obetavost, pomoci bliznimu ci soucitu - jsou instinktivni 

povahy, zalozeny na stadnosti zi vocisneho druhu "clovek") a 

nedostava se j im ctnosti racionalnich (tolerance, schopnosti 

urcit si a sledovat obecne prospesny cil); svet je v dusledku 

toho misto odporne a chaoticke, a j elikoz krome tohoto sveta 

neni nic, zivot v nem je odsouzen k nicote, nesmyslnosti. 

Cloveku, ktery nahledl pravou povahu sveta, zbyva jedine: 

nehledat unik z hrozive skutecnosti, a hrdinne ji prijmout, 

vydrzet (ba zamerne se upominat na) tizi absurdity sveta. 

2) Tom Cardan (v sestasedesati letech zhruba dvakrat tak 

stary jako Chelifer s Calamym) v jistem smyslu doplnuje 

Cheliferovu existencialni 

pohled na vztah mysl-telo 

umirani. 

analyzu sveta 0 materialisticky 

(respektive telo-mysl), starnuti a 
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Co do charakteroveho typu pripomina Tom Cardan Scogana 

z C r 0 m eYe 1 low: I Cardan naleza kromobyeejne poteseni 

v konverzaci prakticky na libovolne tema, a projevuje se jako 

zkuseny diskuter a elovek sveta znalY. Nekdy se vsak zda, ze 

j eho konverzaeni vasen j e moti vovana urei tYro strachem - j ako 

by se v diskusich pokousel umleet obavy ze starnuti, chudoby, 

smrti. 

Tento nemily namet k zamysleni na nej dolehne novou silou 

pote, co na otravu zemre j eho 

slaboducha (lee bohata) Grace 

snoubenka, 

Elverova. 

zhruba tricetileta, 

Tom Cardan si pIne 

uvedomuje hruzu 

zadnou ka tarzi "; 

v podruei tela 

umirani a telesneho utrpeni, j ez "neobsahuj e 

uvedomuj e si, ze duse (mysl, duch) j e pIne 

degeneruj e a zanika spoleene s nim. 

Z nesmyslnosti konce plyne nesmyslnost toho, co predchazi, a 

proto mudrci ve vsech dobach ueili, jak zapomenout. Jak ale vi 

Tom Cardan, kdyz se konec opravdu blizi (a s nim doprovodne 

utrpeni), je tezke byti mudrcem. 

3) Calamy, mlady, uspesny, pohledny, sebevedomy a bohaty 

aristokrat - je po vsech strankach zdokonalena verze Gumbrila 

mladsiho z rom2mu Ant i c Hay. Podobne j ako j eho predchudce 

si je vedom ureite "hlubsi reality" neprozkoumaneho 

vnitrniho sveta (Gumbriluv "tichy krystal ") ktera (jenz) 

trpi Calamyho kazdodennimi spoleeenskYroi a milostnYroi 

akti vi tami. Na rozdil od Gumbrila (a po dlouhem otaleni) se 

vsak Calamy nakonec rozhodne svuj vni trni hI as poslechnout, 

v zaveru romanu opousti spoleenost hostu Lilian Aldwinklove, a 

naj ima si v horach srub, kde se hodla venovat medi taci. Po 

nekolika dnech ho zde navstivi Chelifer a Tom Cardan, a 

v pratelskem hovoru dojde k zavereene konfrontaci tri 

odlisnych hledisek. Hlavni napeti j e pri tom ci ti t (a) mezi 
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CheliferovYm cynismem a Calamyho mysticismem, a (b) mezi 

Calamyho idealismem a CardanovYm materialismem. 

a) Z pozice existencialisty Chelifera se Calamyho 

rozhodnuti pro medi tati vni zi vot v listrani j evi j ako zbabely 

litek pred tizi nesmyslnosti sveta. Z pohledu Calamyho je cosi 

neprirozeneho az zvraceneho na Cheliferove posedlosti vykladat 

svet jako silene, hruzne misto. Prestoze nelze na zaklade 

textu jednozna6ne ur6it, "kdo ma pravdu~, zda se, ze ke 

Calamymu chova autor vetsi sympatie. 

b) Calamy se pokousi vyvratit Cardanuv pesimismus ve veci 

umirani a smrti z pozice kantovskeho idealismu: Jelikoz, 

prisne vzato, lidske telo (tedy hmota) je produkt mysli 

(ducha), neni mozne rici, ze duch je v podru6i (umirajiciho) 

tela, prestoze se to tak "jevi~. Skute6nost je ale mozna liplne 

jina, a Calamy doufa, ze se mu pomoci meditace podari dospet 

k zasadnim mystickYm nahledUm. 

Pro roman T h 0 s e Bar r e n Lea v e s i j eho dva predchudce 

je charakteristicke, ze se zadna z postav nenecha presved6it 0 

jine nez vlastni pravde, i kdyz se na prvni pohled muze zdat, 

ze posledni slovo ma v diskusi mystik Calamy. Na pohled druhy 

ma vsak "posledni slovo ~ Tom Cardan, stary muz, j enz nema 

Calamyho 6as na medi ta6ni experimenty, a j ehoz zoufalstvi j e 

mnohem opravdovejsi nez systematicka omrzelost svetem Francise 

Chelifera. 
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Notes: 

1 e . g . Daiches quoted in (Kuehn: 2/6) 
2 (Paris Review: 206/207) 
3 e . g . (Sti'ibrny: 690), (Wilson: 22), and (Wain: 26) 
4 (Hoffman: 11) 
5compare (Paris Review: 205/206) where Huxley admits that Philip Quarles's 
notes on the craft of fiction reflect his own views of the novel of ideas. 
6 (BNW: 141) 
7 (Zarathustra: 222 - 225) 
8 (Waugh: 20) 
9 (Bradshaw: 10) 
loJoseph Bentley in "The Later Novels of Huxley" (pages 151/152) develops a 
similar argument in favour of the early novels. His analysis, though, 
concerns style rather than content. 
11 (Hoffman: 17) 
12 (Marovitz: 33) 

13 (AlIen: 67) 
14 (Wilson: 22) 
15 (AlIen: 67) 
16 (Meckier: 83) 

17 Bharathi Krishnan, for example, uses Huxley's biography in his attempt to 
interpret the novels as a "personal quest of the author" (Krishnan: 14). 
18T.S.Eliot (quoted in Meckier: 82), for example, one explained 'who was 
who' in Crome Yellow 
19 Huxley himself, I should perhaps add by way of supporting my argument, 
knew and admired the work of the two thinkers, although his view of 
Nietzsche later became harshly critical. As far as his assessment of La 
Rochefoucauld is concerned, it is best illustrated by the following quote 
(Huxley in 1925): 

[La Rochefoucauld's Maxims] is a book to which there is no bottom 
or end. [ ... ] For La Rochefoucauld knew almost everything about the 
human soul, so that practically every discovery one can make 
oneself, as one advances through life, has been anticipated by him 
and formulated in the briefest and most elegant phrases. [ ... ] Man 
in his social relationships has never been more accurately 
described, and his motives never more delicately analysed than by 
La Rochefoucauld. The aphorisms vary considerably in value; but 
the best of them - and their number is surprisingly large - are 
astonishingly profound and pregnant. They resume a vast 
experience. In a sentence La Rochefoucauld compresses as much 
material as would serve a novelist for a long story. Conversely, 
it would not surprise me to learn that many novelists turn to the 
Maximes for suggestions for plots and characters. (Along the Road: 
67/8 ) 

Huxley's view of Nietzsche is more complicated. In the twenties and 
thirties Nietzsche's influence was apparent not only in Huxley's novels (as 
I am going to show) but also in Huxley's essays. 
In Along the Road (1925) Huxley praises Nietzsche's aphorisms along with La 
Rochefoucauld's maxims: "[Nietzsche's] best aphorisms are long trains of 
thought, compressed. The mind can dwell on them at length because so much 
is implicit in them" (Along the Road: 69). Also Do What You Will (1936) 
mentions Nietzsche fairly often. But perhaps more importantly, Nietzsche's 
influence can be seen in Huxley's choice of themes and his way of dealing 
with them. Essays like "One and Many" (especially §6) and "Spinoza's Worm" 
with their discussions of the aristocratic morality as opposed to the 
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Christian one, and the meaning of life as understood in Christianity, 
these essays, I repeat, are clearly a variation on Nietzsche. 
As I said above, Huxley's view of Nietzsche's merits later changed (in Ends 
and Means he - unjustly - compares Nietzsche's philosophy to the ravings of 
Marquis de Sade), but this later development does not concern my analysis 
of Huxley's early work. 
20compare Priscilla with the character of Coleman (Antic Hay) 
21 (Allzumenschliches: §40) 
22Vanity seems to be La Rochefoucauld's favourite theme; in his Maxims I 
counted more than 50 aphorisms (out of 528) touching upon the theme. 
Nietzsche on vanity: (WS: §§70,181), (MA:§§89, 545), (M:§§105, 385) 
23 Nietzsche on sympathy: (MA: §50), (M: §§133, 135) 
24Nietzsche on the will to power: (M:§§262,356), (WS:§31) 
Nietzsche on the role of society in the development of morality: 
(WS:§§40,52) 

25 Peter Bowering discusses the contrapuntal scene in more detail (Bowering: 
49-21) 
26 (Ape and Essence: 33) 
27 It is worthy of notice (and, simultaneously, a sign of Huxley's 
technique) that although Huxley manages to convey the idea (the one
sidedness of science that only deals with a small bit of experience), he 
does not succeed in making his story credible: No one can believe that a 
calm, even phlegmatic man like Shearwater, "quietly married" and - as he 
says - "simmering away domestically" - that a man like Shearwater, I 
repeat, might lose his head for a woman he hardly knows (let alone for the 
always bored and always tired Mrs Viveash) . 
28e . g . (Meckier:87) 
29 (AR: 51, 52, 66-76, 203) 
30 Evelyn Waugh offers a completely different interpretation of the function 
of the character of Emily (Waugh:20) 
31 The link between Emily and the alternative "quiet" life is strengthened by 
the fact that she waits for Gumbril at a cottage in the country, their plan 
being to take long walks and to "haunt after flowers". For Gumbril, then, 
meeting Emily in the country would amount to going back to the happy (and 
innocent) time of his childhood, to the time he spent with his 
("dilligently good") mother. 

32 A minor reason for choosing an Italian setting might be the fact that 
Italy (with its monuments and ancient culture) provides Chelifer and Mr 
Cardan with convenient conversational topics, especially in Part IV: The 
Journey. 
33 "An earnest young schoolmaster had first apprised him of the fact -
hitherto but very imperfectly realized by Lord Hovenden - that there are a 
great many poor people whose lives are extremely disagreeable and arduous 
and who, if justice were done, would be better off than they are at 
present" (TBL: 29). 
~I do not count the passages in Miss Thriplow's "secret" notebooks. 
35 In terms of plot, incidentally, there is absolutely no motivation for 
Chelifer to come back from Rome to Mrs Aldwinkle's house. The only possible 
explanation of his presence is the fact that Huxley needs him in the 
philosophical finale of the novel. 
36Nietzsche, in contrast to Chelifer, presses the point that he himself is 
not scornful (although he likes to laugh at all kinds of pretensions, 
including those made by the likes of Chelifer). 
37motifs especially from the early, pre-Zarathustrian collections of 
aphorisms, such as Menschliches, Allzumenschliches 
38 1 am naturally forced to heavily simplify matters here; Camus's essay is 
nearly 100 pages long, my summary of it, two paragraphs. 
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39 A passge like this leads me to the suspicion that Camus had read Those 
Barren Leaves before he wrote The Myth of Sisyphus. The heroic nature of 
the Absurd Man, moreover, is not the only link between Chelifer and the 
French philosopher: Camus's famous description of the shock of a person's 
first encounter with the Absurd, for instance, is virtually identical with 
Chelifer's "little recipe" for bringing the "watershoot into the counting
house", down to the example of a tedious job, used as the starting point of 
the reflection. 
4o Both Chelifer and Cardan, incidentally, know La Rochefoucauld's Maxims: 
Chelifer, introducing himself in his Autobiography (TBL: 78), claims he 
"might have as much to say as La Rochefoucauld"; and Cardan quotes the 
French thinker (but does not mention his name) when talking about hypocrisy 
(TBL: 37). 

41A good example of a "blasphemous" comment is Cardan's list of the "little 
assistants" in "man's" difficult task of adapting himself to 
"circumstances": "Wine, for example, learning, cigars and conversation, 
art, cooking, religion for those that like it, sport, love, 
humanitarianism, hashish and all the rest" (TBL: 250). 
42 For details see TBL: 278 
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